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Garrard elected
to lead council
on tobacco
PAINT LICK, Ky. (AP) — A
Garrard County farmer who
gained attention in August
when he claimed he was
barred from protesting President Clinton's stop in Ashland
has been elected president of
the Council for Burley Tobacco.
The seven-state council
chose Henry West at its Oct. 3
meeting in Lexington, when it
also did not rehire Ray Mackey,
who has been executive director for 21
/
2 -years.
West said Mackey, a
69-year-old Hardin County farmer, has been a great leader in
Kentucky agriculture for many
years, but but it was just the
feeling of the council that we
needed to move in some different directions and that it was
time for a change.
The council, which is made
up of 27 voting members from
Kentucky, Tennessee, North
Carolina, Ohio, Missouri, Indiana and West Virginia, wants
to take a more aggressive offense on tobacco issues.
The Lexington-based council
represents growers, farm leaders, warehouse owners and
leaf dealers.
Exactly what it will do is yet
to be decided by the executive
committee. "We're in the process of sorting that out right
now. We want to be more aggressive. Events come out of
Washington almost daily now
concerning tobacco," said
West.
One thing that members
agree on is that federal Food
and Drug Administration regulation of tobacco is wrong, the
new president said. West, 52,
has served on the council for
12 years and was vice president the past two years.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny. High
in the upper 70s. Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Clear. Low in the
lower 50s. Light south wind.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny.
High in the upper 70s.
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This photo shows where perpetrators cut the fence on the east side of the Calloway County Animal Shelter
Sunday night and vandalized the compound. Two puppies were mutilated in the incident.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating a
break-in at the Calloway County
Animal Shelter which resulted in
the slaying of two animals.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, several unknown perpetrators entered the shelter compound
sometime Sunday night between
Speed said the perpetrators
the hours of 5:30 p.m. and 7:30
tried
to break into the shelter
a.m. by cutting part of the fence.
building by breaking out a winOnce inside the compound, the
dow but were unsuccessful.
perpetrators opened kennel doors
"After seeing what they did to
and vandalized the compound.
these puppies, I'm grateful they
"This was a concentrated efweren't able to get inside where
fort. It involved at least two peothe cats are kept," she said.
ple, we're thinking it might have
been as many as four individuals,
Scott said because of the brutbut they entered the compound
ality of the incident, he is pulling
and let most of the dogs out of
out all stops in trying to catch the
their pens and (mutilated) two
individual
s responsible for the
puppies," Scott said.
crime.
The mutilated annimals were
"We're dealing with some sick
found in a field east of the shelter
compound. According to shelter
director, Darla Speed, at least 10 • See Page 2

Murray man
dies after
bridge fall

Basement repair
needed in Fine
Arts annex job

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Kentucky State Police are investigating the death of a Murray
man who fell off a Lyon County
bridge early Sunday morning.
According to KSP reports, the
body of Freddie Allgood, 49, was
recovered after he reportedly fell
70 feet from Canal Bridge in
Land Between the Lakes.
The bridge spans a waterway
that connects Kentucky and Barkley lakes on Highway 453 near
the northern entrance of LBL.
The area is near the Livingston
County line.
KSP received a cellular telephone call from Allgood's friend,
Stephen Buckingham, about
12:45 a.m. Sunday notifying police Allgood had just fallen off
the bridge.
According to KSP information
officer Chuck Robertson the
death is being ruled as accidental.
Allgood was elected to the
position of Calloway County
surveyor in 1989 and was reelected in 1993. He resigned as
the county's representative on the
Murray-Calloway County Park's
board last January where he had
served for about 5 years. He had
also served on the park board's
finance and planning committees.

more dogs are still missing.
"When I got here (Monday)
morning, I found about 25 or 30
dogs running loose in the parking
lot of the shelter. Someone had
cut a hole in the fence and
propped open the kennels and let
the dogs run out," Speed said.
"They let all the dogs out except
for two."

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
With the reopening of Murray State University's Fine
Arts Center less than two months away, mechanical engineers have found a glitch in the project.
According to MSU Facilities Management Director
Dewey Yeatts, a new storm drainage system will have
to be added to prevent flooding of the building's
basement.
Yeatts said flooding to the basement area of the
building has been a problem in the past.
"But that work was not included in the original scope
of the project," he said.
The problem was reaffirmed, Yeatts said, after mechanical engineers discovered it during routine flooding
tests on the building.
"A lot of the problems stemmed from several contributing factors," said Yeatts. "The flooding of the building was done at the request of Murray State.
"They found out that the storm drains were blocked,
which made the water go in that area."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

AROUND THE BARREL: Ashley Wurth makes her turn into the barrel Saturday
at the Kentucky Junior Rodeo Clinic at the Murray State University farm on College
Farm Road. The participants in the clinic are preparing for the competition on November 23rd.

Renovation of the basement area will include the addition of new storm drain pipes and the restructuring of
the basement's floor.
Yeatts said the additional work will come at a cost of
$75,000.
"It will be paid for through agency funds;" Yeatts
said. "The additional authorization is coming from the
Capital Projects and Board Oversight Committee. It will
come out of someone's operating budget."
Despite the additional repairs, Yeatts said the builda

See Page 2

Price plunges
to 1.9 cents in
gasoline war
SALYERSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — When the exhaust cleared
and the cars left, Virginia Fletcher wondered whether it was all
worth it.
Fletcher, manager of The Fill Zone on the Mountain Parkway in Salyersville, was a field commander in a two-day gas
war that saw prices plummet more than $1.15 to a mere 1.9
cents per gallon.
"I have no idea if we'll do this again," she said this morning. "They like to have killed us up here. It will take us a
week to get recovered."
Prices were back to normal today, with regular unleaded at
The Fill Zone going for its pre-war price of $1.17. But hundreds of motorists lined up to take advantage of the weekend
service-station skirmish.
It all began Friday, when The Fill Zone and a rival BP station began lowering prices. By Saturday morning, the prices
stood at about 25 cents per gallon.
By midnight EDT Saturday, BP was down to 9.9 cents a gallon before The Fill zone took the final plunge to 1.9. Doug
Mortimer, owner of Salyersville Dairy Queen, said near a halfdozen gas stations that entered the fray.
• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE Ledger &

Times photo
FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS: Trigg County High School shows off its color guard during
performan
ce at the
Festival of Champions band competition Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. Murray
High School placed in the
preliminary round and Calloway County High School placed in the final round.

Plane diverted after bomb scare
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — A USAir flight from Philadelphia to Los Angeles made an emergency landing at
Dayton International Airport after a passenger said he
had a bomb.
Richard Allen Josephson, 37, of Wilmington, Del.,
was arrested Sunday after allegedly telling a flight at-

tendant that he had pipe bombs in his carry-on luggage.
He was charged with making a bomb threat and is being
held without bond in the Montgomery County jail.
According to the arrest warrant, Josephson was un• See Page. 2
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Task force to review cases such as Todd Ice's
FRANKFORT, ,Ky. (AP) — A
state task force will begin grappling with the question of
whether a community should be
notified when a mentally ill person with a violent background
moves in.
The task force was formed after convicted killer Todd Ice
moved from a state mental hospital to a halfway house in Covington, touching off a storm of
protest.
The 11-member task force,
which will meet Wednesday, includes lawmakers and people familiar with the state mental-

health system.
One person not on the task
force said he hopes its members
are open-minded when it comes
to protecting the rights of the
mentally ill.
"Truthfully, I have little faith
that issues like this will be dealt
with in intellectual and emotional
honesty," said Dr. Curtis Barrett,
a professor of psychology at the
University of Louisville.
"There is a stigma attached to
the mentally ill. The public in
general has a fear of the mentally
ill."
The task force's efforts could
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boil down to a debate over the
"welfare of the community versus an individual's right to ph—
vacy," said Barbara Hadley
Smith, spokeswoman for the Cabinet for Health Services.
Ice was convicted of killing a
7-year-old Powell County neighbor, Donna Knox, in 1978, and
cutting the throat of her mother,
Sheila Knox. who survived, when
he was IS. The state moved Ice
to the halfway house as a way of
easing him into society after he
served 15 years in prison and
spent two more years at Central
State Hospital in Jefferson
County.
Shifting him to the halfway
house proved anything but easy.
A public outcry forced the state
to slip Ice out of town to another
secret location.
It also led John Morse, the secretary of health services, to call
for the task force, Hadley Smith
said.
She said the group will take a
broad look at how Kentucky deals with mentally ill people who
have committed violent crimes,
including a review of the criteria
used for involuntarily committing
someone to a mental hospital.
It was the question of com-

munity vs. privacy that Covington struggled with in March when
it was learned that Ice was in the
city.
Neither the hospital nor the
state notified police of Ice's presence, despite a city ordinance
that requires felons to register
with police when they move in.
State officials cited Ice's right to
privacy as their reason for
secrecy.
Covington police demanded
that Ice be moved from the halfway house, which was in a residential area. And officials such as
Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington,
argued that such moves should
not occur in secret.
"I was livid about it," said
Meyer, a member of the task
force. "Some offenses are so
heinous that the public deserves
to be told of the risk they are taking so they can take steps to protect themselves."
Meyer indicated that he would
push for some sort of public notification when someone with a violent background is relocated by
a state mental hospital. "The
government shouldn't be in the
business of increasing the danger
level in people's neighborhoods," he said.

III Plane...
\IVRRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

Murray's Nicest
Mini Storage
Opening New Units Soon!

FROM PAGE 1
able to fit his carry-on bag beneath the seat in front of him and
gave it to a flight attendant.
"When the flight attendant
took the bag, Josephson told him
to be careful, that his pipe bombs
were in the carry-on bag," FBI
agent Peter Lakes said in a statement attached to the warrant.
Josephson then took several
pills and fell asleep. A passenger
who overheard the remark reported it to the flight crew, which
could not wake up Josephson, the
statement said. The plane was diverted to Dayton, where eight
people were slightly injured using

emergency slides to get out.
During the evacuation, Josephson told a Dayton fire official
that he had 17 pounds of explosives in his bag and a remote
control that could detonate them,
Lakes said. No explosives were
found in his bag.
Josephson denied the charges
when he appeared before a U.S.
magistrate on Sunday. Another
hearing is scheduled for Wednesday. If convicted, he faces up to
20 years in prison.
Passengers were put on another
plane and left for Los Angeles
about six hours after landing in
Dayton.

Meyer noted "Megan's Law,"
a federal statute requiring states
to enact laws to notify neighborhoods when a convicted sex offender moves in, and said there
should be a similar system to
track mentally ill felons.
The task force will hear testimony from victims of violent
crimes and their families, mentalhealth experts, law-enforcement
officials, the judiciary and others.
In addition to the notification
policy, the task force will look at
the state's criteria for involuntary
commitment.

II Price...
FROM PAGE 1
"I was tempted Saturday to
match the gas price with my hot
dog prices," which usually sell
for 85 cents, Mortimer said. "But
when the gas got down to the
40-cent range I figured that could
put me out of business."
The gas war ended Sunday as
quickly as it began two days
earlier.
The BP station's owners were
not immediately available for
comment. Fletcher wasn't sure
how much gas she sold or how
many vehicles filled up there.
"Somebody said thousands,"
she said. "It seems like
millions."

Dudley Avenue

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Two men have been charged
with receiving stolen property believed to have come from the
newly constructed Wal-Mart Supercenter in Murray.
A routine stop by Kentucky
State Police officers on the
Purchase Parkway near Wingo
Saturday resulted in the arrests of
Terry L. Waggoner, 20, of Mur-

•Animals...
FROM PAGE 1

502-753-4175

individuals and I want them
caught," Scott said. "This goes
way beyond a simple breaking

Ti's BAR-1341

and entering. One of these animals was stomped to death and
the other had its legs either

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"

pulled or cut off. This is a case of
absolute vandalism and these
people need to be caught."

Great Weekly Specials
S.

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET_:

Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Hickory $
Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad Bar.
Dessert Bar, Drink

gs

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0045

CARS

'96 Grand Prix SE
$17,995
12,xxx miles, dk. green, aero pkg., fact warr.
'95 Grand Am CT
$15,250
18,xxx miles, white, V-6 loaded, fact warr.
'95 Taurus GL
$14,600
20,xxx miles, blue, 3.8 V-6, alum. wheels, loaded, fact warr.
'94 Cadillac Devine
$23,295
30,xxx miles, polo green, leather, coach roof, gld pkg., fact warr.
'94 Cadillac DevIlle
$23,995
21,xxx miles, dk. blue, leather, coach roof, gld. pkg., fact warr.
'93 Olds 98 Elite
$16,995
38,xxx miles, maroon, loaded, extra nice
'93 Lumina Z-34
$14,200
31,xxx miles, red, loaded, sharp
'92 Bonneville SE
$12,995
48,xxx miles, wh.te. alum, wheels, loaded
'91 Chevrolet Lumina Euro
$8,995
2 dr., 66,xxx mdes, aluminum wheels, white, loaded, spoiler

TRUCKS
'96 Nissan Pickups XE
$$ Save Thousands $$
red, blue, alum. wheels, tilt, cruise, tape, fact warr.
'95 S-10 Ext. Cab LS
$15,800
4 3 V-6, loaded, custom truck, must see
'94 GMC SLE Full Size
$17,500
15,xxx miles, teal, short bed. 350 V-8, extra nice
'94 Ford Splash Ext. Cab
$14,700
25,xxx miles, red, auto., V-6, loaded
'93 Dodge Ram 150 Full Size
$11,995
28.xxx miles, white, long bed, 318 eng., auto., loaded
'93 Suzuki Sidekick JX
$11,500
17,xxx miles, purple, 4x4, convertible, extra sharp
'92 GMC Safari Cony. Ext. Van
$12,995
53,xxx miles, maroon, extra nice
i/ Chock Out West KY's Cleanest - Low Mileage
Pre-Owned Vehicles Available

Frazier's Auto Sales
121 S., Mayfield, KY • (502) 247-9271

Calloway County Animal Control Officer Max Parrish spent
Monday morning trying to find
some of the missing animals but
had little success.
"I've contacted the Murray Police Department to be on the
lookout for some of the dogs and
we're conducting a thorough investigation of this incident," Parrish said.
The sheriff's department is

asking for help from city and
county residents in locating the
individuals responsible for the
crime. People can call the sheriff's department at 753-3151 or
the shelter at 759-4141 with any
information.
Scott said he is talking with
several organizations and a reward may be offered for information leading to an arrest in the
crime.

II Basement...
FROM PAGE 1
ing should be completed in time
for the reopening ceremonies,
tentatively scheduled for Dec. 8.
"It shouldn't delay the project
at all," he said.
While the fine arts building is
nearing completion, another of
the campus' renovation projects
has yet to get off the ground.
Renovation to the Woods Hall
dormitory, originally scheduled
to begin this year, has been
blocked because of budgeting
problems.
The project stalled when con-

struction bids, held in June, came
in $1.3 million over budget.
According to Chris Kellogg, a
member of the Kentucky Finance
Cabinet, the state had budgeted
$5 million for the project.
But the lowest of three bids
presented was from A & K Construction Inc. of Paducah, which
came in at $6.3 million.
Kellogg said Arrosmith, Judd,
Rapp Inc. of Louisville has been
hired to bring the project under
budget.
Bidding problems have given
MSU officials cause for concern.

The last thing
I need to woro
about is health
insurance.
With PlanSouive,
I don't haw to.
•

When Harold and Debbie Sneed needed
new health insurance for their small business,
the rates were simply unaffordable So they

called PlanSource They were given a wide
variety of choices, and even with a pre-exist.
ing condition, rates they could easily afford
If you're looking for health insurance without
the worry. call your agent or call us directly
at 1-800-677-7323

PlanSource
Health
Purr Iiii.itig

Fletcher said she thought the
war went well, although she was
unsure of the objective. She said
she followed orders to lower the
prices from her boss, who could
not be reached for comment.
Arnold Rice, owner of nearby
Rice's Truck Stop, didn't participate in the battle and is glad of it.
After everthing settled down,
Rice sold 4,000 gallons of gas in
three hours at his regular price of
$1.15.9. He said he has no idea
why the other stations would sell
at below cost.
"I'm not in business to lose
money," he said. "They just
made a fool out of themselves.
They got the price to 2 cents a
gallon, but they was out of gas."

Two charged with receiving stolen property

Boats - Cars - Etc

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Under current law, no one can
be involuntarily committed to a
mental hospital unless he Or she
meets four criteria. The person
must be mentally ill; must present
a danger or threat of danger to
self, family or others as a result
of mental illness; can reasonably
be expected to benefit from treatment; and is someone for whom
hospitalization is the least restrictive mode of treatment available.
"There may be changes in the
law," Hadley Smith said. "It all
depends on what direction the
hearings take."

MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander referred to the project as
"in a state of limbo."
Alexander said members of the
school's board of regents want
MSU to take control of the
project.
"What we'd like to do is take it
out of the state's hands," Alexander said. "But we may have to
wait another year or so to take it
away from them. We've responded quickly. They haven't."
The dorm rooms are needed to
ease a projected housing crunch
expected next year.

ray and Ronnie J. Waggoner, 20,
of Mayfield.
According to a KSP press release, officers stopped a speeding
vehicle driven by Ronnie
Waggoner.
During initial questioning, it
was found that Waggoner was
driving with a suspended license,
no insurance and expired
registration.
After obtaining consent to
search the vehicle, KSP officers
found four VCRs in the trunk.
The merchandise was valued at
over $300.
Further investigation of the incident also found stolen property
at a Martin, Tenn. pawn shop and
at a residence occupied by Ronnie Waggoner.
Other charges in the case are
pending.

KENTUCKY
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ANALYSIS

Christopher pushes
African solutions
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — The Clinton
administration
has been seeking to make a positive U.S.
contribution in Africa, but
without public support to do very much what's a
superpower to do?
The administration has had to scramble just
to get the
Republican-controlled Congress to provide $700 million
in aid for
Africa, equal to roughly a dollar for each person
on the continent.
The dilemma has required some creative thinking. Secretary
of
State Warren Christopher has been traveling the continent for
the
past week, visiting Mali, Ethiopia, Tanzania and South Africa,
pushing an idea that doesn't cost very much and attempts to
address the continent's devastating humanitarian problems. At a minimum, he seems to have the attention of the Africans.
The idea is not new: putting together an all-African military
force, trained and financed by the United States and other powers,
for deployment in countries plagued by manmade or natural
disasters. Washington would pay half of startup costs estimated at
$25
million to $40 million. The concept has been bandied about
for
years, but not much has come of it.
The need for action was apparent two years ago to a
senior
American official who, flying over Tanzania, looked down
and
spotted what he thought were hundreds of logs floating
down a
river.
On closer inspection, the official realized to his horror that
they
were not logs but human corpses, victims of the genocide
in
Rwanda that claimed more than a half-million lives. Hundreds
of
thousands have died in ethnic fighting elsewhere on the continent
,
especially Burundi and Liberia.
The basic idea of the Africa Crisis Response Force, as the administration calls it, is to use African soldiers to take threatened
people in a given country to a safe area where they could receive
humanitarian assistance. A green light by the United Nations
would
be required before deployment.
Christopher seems encouraged by the response; at least five African countries have offered to volunteer troops. In Ethiopia last
week, Christopher won the endorsement of Salim Ahmed Salim,
secretary general of the Organization of African Unity. Ethiopian
President Zenawi Meles pledged two battalions.
Such interest reflects a marked change in African attitudes from
a period not long ago when non-intervention was the guiding principle of continental politics. This meant that dictators — there have
been 67 military coups in Africa over the past 40 years — could
repress with impunity and never have to worry about retaliation by
neighbors.
But with democracy taking root in more than 20 countries, the
tolerance for abusive dictators has diminished. Two months ago, a
group of regional countries imposed sanctions against Burundi's
military dictator in hopes of encouraging reconciliation between rival Hutus and Tutsis. More than 150,000 Burundians have been
killed since 1993.
The administration senses an opportunity in these changed African attitudes. With the American public weary of rescue missions
in Africa and the United Nations already overextended, the crisis
force seemed to be the only option left.
The Organization for African Unity is eager to play a constructive role. It now has a coordinator for conflict prevention and is
developing a capacity to act quickly in crisis situations.
Christopher's proposal won a favorable review on Saturday from
South African President Nelson Mandela.
But Mandela cautioned Christopher in a meeting here that the
deal won't sell if it locks like a made-in-America program. It will
be accepted by Africans only if the United Nations — not the United States — plays the lead role. Mandela seemed to suggest that
some Africans want to make sure that Washington doesn't have a
hidden agenda.
Christopher had no problem with Mandela's stand, saying the
United States wants to push ahead in a way that is consistent with
African views.
The big advantage of a crisis force, he told university students, is
that it "can help ensure that neither my country nor any African
country will ever face a choice between acting alone in times of
crisis or doing nothing."
EDITOR'S NOTE — George Gedda has covered foreign affairs for The Associated Press since 1968.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
Letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

.r

ERIE, Pa. (AP) — Tony
DiEugenio would rather talk about Harry Truman and Ronald
Reagan than Bill Clinton and Bob
Dole. "There's no one in politics
to make you proud anymore," is
his lament.
A few doors down, Lisa is already piqued, swatting away the
swarming bees that complicate
the work of a courtyard restaurant
waitress. Talk of presidential politics only makes things worse.
"I hate Clinton. He doesn't
know how to tell the truth," the
35-year-old single mother says as
the lunchtime crowd dwindles.
"But what is my choice? I'm not
voting for Perot again. Bob Dole?
Come on. Too old." She refuses
to give her last name, and admits
her distrust extends far beyond
the politicians.
And so it goes, not only here
in Erie but in town after town
during a week spent visiting four
industrial states critical in presidential elections: Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Missouri and Ohio.
In five weeks, voters will pick
the last president of the 20th century, and the man who will sit in
the Oval Office at the dawn of
the 21st. Yet, if dozens of random interviews this past week are
any guide, the voters are a largely
disinterested, often frustrated,
and sometimes grumpy lot, quick
to complain about the quality of
their choices and the tone of this
year's campaign, if they have
paid any attention to it.
"Who cares?" said DiEugenio, rolling his eyes as he sewed
a new sole on a loafer in his
downtown Erie shop.
Four years ago, Clinton was a
fresh face and Ross Perot a miniphenomenon as voters tired of a

NEWS ANALYSIS

JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer
sluggish economy turned out in
record numbers and denied President Bush a second term. "I remember it being exciting," said
Jenny Hatcher, an insurance company secretary in suburban St.
Louis.
Now 21, Hatcher can vote in
her first presidential election. But
she hasn't registered. "I guess I
should because I don't like Clinton," she said. "I'm just not into
it. None of them excite me."
Weak participation in this
year's primaries, and the disinterest voiced in voter interviews and
dozens of state and national polls,
has many campaign operatives
and analysts predicting a low
turnout. While many voters are
somewhat apologetic that they
have not followed the campaign
closely, most say the candidates
shoulder the blame.
"Why all the bashing?" asks
Kim Rickard, a bank worker in
the St. Louis suburb cf Clayton,
Mo. "Don't any of them have
anything positive to say?"
Like many 1992 Clinton backers, she said she was likely to
support him again. But she
seemed resigned to doing so, not
enthusiastic about it. Like Lisa in
Erie and Adele -Rubenstein in
Royal Oak, Mich., Rickard is full
of doubts about Clinton but not
convinced Dole is an acceptable
alternative.

"The lesser of two evils still
seems to be Clinton," said
Rubenstein, who manages a shoe
store. She calls Dole's plan to cut
taxes by 15 percent unrealistic
and, while wincing when talking
about Clinton's morals, she says,
"I believe in his heart of hearts
he wants to make valuable
changes."
Her views are a snapshot of a
conflicted electorate: Voters have
serious misgivings about Clinton's character, questioning his
personal morals and honesty, and
whether he has any core political
principles. "It doesn't necessarily
mean that Dole can catch up easily, but Clinton's support is not
deep," said GOP pollster Neil
Newhouse.
Yet many who raise these worries also say they will vote to reelect Clinton, on grounds he has
better ideas than Dole or is more
in tune with their everyday
concerns.
The latest NBC-Wall Street
Journal poll, for example, found
that Dole had a 2-to-1 advantage
over Clinton when voters were
asked which candidate was more
honest, and Dole had a 30-point
edge when voters were asked
which candidate has higher ethical and moral values. Dole led
handily as well when voters were
asked which candidate stuck by
his beliefs. Yet voters believed
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by 46 percent to 39 percent that
Dole is a bigger risk.
"Clinton wins the warm and
personal elements. Dole wins the
professional elements," said
Democratic pollster Peter Hart.
"I think Dole has elements that
people respect but he is having
trouble turning that into votes."
Lisa, the Erie waitress, is a
case in point.
She has been off welfare for
nearly a year but still gets subsidized housing and day care. For
all her personal qualms with
Clinton, she views Dole and his
Republican Party as a threat to
those services, "and if I have to
work two jobs I will never see
my son."
Two years ago, a lack of enthusiasm among Democratic voters helped Republicans seize control of Congress. This year, it is
Republicans worrying about a unmotivated electorate.
"I just don't feel he has done
much," was the assessment of
Clinton offered by Gale Tsai, a
recent college graduate looking
for a job in financial services.
But the 73-year-old Dole hasn't
wowed the younger generation,
either.
"Probably Dole if I vote,"
said Tsai. "But my interest in the
campaign is not that great."
DiEugenio, the Erie cobbler,
has 50 years on Tsai, and is leaning toward Clinton "though I
wish he would have some guts
like Truman." But though years
and miles apart, the two share a
common political bond.
"I just don't feel like what
happens will make any difference
in my life," DiEugenio said.
"That's too bad. But that's how I
feel."

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Kentucky Post, Covington
Long after hours, you could find Vic Hellard in his office in his
shirt-sleeves and on the phone — ordering pizza for the Frankfort
press corps.
Then, over sausage and pepperoni, a man who knew the Kentucky General Assembly better than anyone would tell stories and
answer questions about the nuances of the little town on the Kentucky River where laws, fortunes and political careers are made.
When morning came and the formal business of Frankfort
resumed, the scribes dispatched from around the state would find
themselves a little better equipped to understand what they had
been sent to cover.
If you wanted to really know how a bill became a law, there was
no better way to supplement your civics text than with Hellard's
keen understanding of the real world. Part teacher, part politician,
part good ol' boy in the thick of it all and part enlightened observer
above it all, Hellard presided over the General Assembly's staff for
18 years as executive director of the Legislative Research
Commission.

... At the LRC, Hellard developed and directed a staff that helped
carry the General Assembly through the remarkable shift of power
in the state capitol that came during the 1980s.
The term "legislative independence" came in to wide use to
describe a new balance of power between the governor and the
legislature.
It could not have happened without Hellard's steady hand,
because lawmakers needed the data and analysis that the LRC staff
provided in order to argue against a governor's budget. Knowledge
is power and lawmakers began to show up- as well-informed on
issues as the governor's staff.
Everyone knew Hellard's importance, and he clearly relished his
role as an insider. Yet Hellard did his job without seeking notice.
He never minded when Senator So-and-So got the credit.
Hellard, who had a history of heart trouble, died Sept. 16. The
commonwealth lost a citizen who always had its best interests at
heart, who enjoyed its politics and its people, and who knew both
how to think about the state's history and its future — and how to
smile about it.

Democrats can't rely on labor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State AFL-CIO
was holding its convention in
Louisville, and Mayor Jerry
Abramson was on hand to give a
welcoming speech to the
delegates.
AFL-CIO President Bobby
Curtis introduced him with a mild
tweak. "We helped elect him,"
Curtis told the audience of about
450. "We remind him of that
regularly."
Not that Abramson needs a reminder. Labor is on the rise in
Kentucky, and politicians, particularly Democrats, are acutely
aware of it.
They have fresh memories of
Gov. Paul Patton's victory last
November. With the rest of the
state in a virtual tie, a union turnout-the-vote effort in Jefferson
County helped give Patton a
20,000-vote margin that proved
to be the difference against Republican Larry Forgy.
"A politician respects people
that have the ability to turn out
votes," Patton said. "I know that
money is important, but they
count votes. Ansi so, any organization that can turn out votes and
prove it will win the respect of
the politicians."
But for many in labor and
Democratic politics, the memory
of an earlier election — the 1994

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An

Associated News Analysis

congressional elections — is
equally vivid.
If 1995 demonstrated what labor can do when inspired, 1994
showed what can happen to
Democrats when it is not. As union members sat sullenly by two
years ago, Republicans were
swept into power in Congress.
"We went to sleep a few times
in our past," said Kentucky Labor Secretary Joe Norsworthy, a
United Auto Workers retiree with
45 years in the labor movement.
"We went to sleep in '94. It's
sad when we do that."
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford noted
that 40 percent of union members
failed to vote for Democratic candidates in 1994. And he told
AFL-CIO delegates that the fates
of unions and the Democratic
Party "have been and will continue to be intertwined."
Indeed, labor historically has
been identified with the Democratic Party. But it has friends

among Republicans, too, and union members like to say they remember their friends.
Breaking with precedent, the
political arm of the United Mine
Workers made endorsements in
some Republican primaries in
1991. So did the Kentucky State
Buildings and Construction
Trades Council.
Both backed Eugene Goss, a
Harlan attorney who for years has
represented miners and their families in court. Goss won the GOP
nomination for lieutenant
governor.
Among current officeholders,
labor has a generally cordial relationship with Republican U.S.
Rep. Hal Rogers, whose 5th District constituents include many
mine workers. Rogers has no
Democratic opponent. But if he
did, the opponent would be foolish to presume labor backing.
Patton, who has worked doggedly for Democratic candidates
this year, makes no such pre-

sumption. In asking for AFL-CIO
support last week, he was noticeably deferential on one point.
It involved the General Assembly's passage in March of a
bill to extend the "prevailing
wage" law to cover school construction and more types of
public building projects. It was a
top priority of labor, but it would
not have passed without Republican help.
In the Senate, five Republicans
joined with 17 Democrats to pass
the bill 22-15. The vote was
51-45 in the House, where nine
Republicans joined with 42
Democrats.
"Let me be the first to acknowledge that we did get some
Republican votes on the prevailing wage bill," Patton said.
"And while I am a Democrat —
while I am supporting the Democrats — I think you have to support the people that represent
your values.
"There were some Republicans that did that, and there were
some Democrats that did not. So,
you all have to stick together for
what is in the best interests of all
the working people in this
country."
•

Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Need Line Board changed to Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Neck Line Board will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 15, at noon at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets.
Persons may bring a sack lunch. Cheryl Whitaker, board president,
urges all members to attend and to note the change of date and place
for the monthly meeting. Need Line is a United Way agency.

C.U.B.S. will meet Tuesday
C.U.B.S. (Calloway United Benevolent Services) networ will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 10 a.m. at the Murray Woman's lub
House. All agencies, organizations, churches and institutions with a
service mission are strongly encouraged to attend this important
meeting. The Steering Committee will meet at 9 a.m. before the full
membership meeting.

Ladies Guild will meet Tuesday
Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will meet Tuesday, Oct.
15, at 7 p.m. Janice Canter will present a craft demonstration.

CCHS Class of 1987 will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Orr in 1996

Mr. and Mrs. Orr in 1946

Anniversary reception scheduled on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Telus Orr of Puryear, Tenn., will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct.
20.
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of North Fork Baptist Church.
The reception will be hosted by their two sons, Freddie Orr and wife, Evelyn, and Rickie Orr and wife, Judy; and their grandchildren, Russ,
Jodie, Jamie and Melanie Orr, all of Puryear.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr were married Oct. 19, 1946, at Lynnville. Their attendanLs were Berna Love Tarkington and the late Enloe Tarkington.
Mrs. Orr, the former Lottie Mae Kuykendall, is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall, and Mr. Orr is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lee Orr, all of Puryear.

Ladies' Golf
event planned

•

1997 Plymouth Breeze

Ladies of Murray Country
Club played golf on Wednesday,
Oct. 9, at 9:30 a.m.
Betty Jo Purdom, hostess, has
released the winners as follows:
Championship - Mary Bogard;
First flight - Venela Ward;
Second flight - Jenny Sue
Smock;
Third flight - Barbara Gray;
Low putts - bilis Orr.
The Ladies Day Golf banquet
will be Wednesday, Oct. 16, at
the club. A social hour will start
at 6 p.m. and the dinner will be at
7 p.m.
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Rachel Todd
born Oct. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Todd
of 1107 Larkspur, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Rachel
Catherine Todd, born on Wednesday, Oct. 2, 1996, at 5:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
one ounce and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former
Carolyn J. Slaton.
Grandparents are J.B. and
Joyce Slaton of Madisonville and
Dorothy and David Dycus of Rt.
1, Arlington.
IMMI

MIMI MIMI

FREE

I$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14.
15.
16.

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Oct. 15, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 3 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or
Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist at 762-1100.

Kirksey WOW Lodge will meet
Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge #170 will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. All lodge members are urged to
attend. For more information call 489-2403.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Marge Holsapple of Cadiz will
pressent a program on "Colorwash." All members and interested persons are invited.

Grandparent group will meet
Grandparent Support Group of Calloway County Family Resource
Center will meet Wednesday, Oct. 16, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. in
annex of Calloway County Public Library. All grandparents who are
raising grandchildren are encouraged to attend. For more information call Jill Alton at 753-3070 or 753-3879.

Songfest will be Wednesday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday, Oct. 16, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to attend and take
part in the singing.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Oct. 15,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. Ailene Cook
will speak about "Porcelain Dolls,." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Marlene, 753-2350.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 15 and 16, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied
by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both
days.

The dinner for the U.A.W. Regional 3 Retirees will be on Thursday, Oct. 17, at noon at the Recreational Center near Kentucky Dam
Village on Highway 641. Retirees are asked to note the change of
date from the letter to the editor from Violet E. Johnson, published
on Sept. 27. All retirees are urged to attend this meeting.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examinalion is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMSURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT wHicks IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HQURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

CALL for your FREE appointmont NOW!]

$30

Free blood pressure checks

U.A.W. retirees event Oct. 17

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have an organizational meeting to plan the 10-year reunion on Tuesday, Oct. 15, at
6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. All members are urged to attend. For information call Lee Ann at 759-5532.

Dine in ow rustic atmosphere or carry ow to your patio picnic.
Ilickor,, \lemony and
Burger, chips
Oak Fla‘ored
& Drink
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CALENDAR
Monday, Oct. 14
Calloway County Fire Protection District No 2 at Pottertown station/7 p m
Sigma Department of Murray Woman s Club/6.30 p.m./club house
Murray's Community Theatre's annual public meeting/7 p miPlayhouse
in the Park. Info/759-1752.

Monday, Oct. 14
Young Republicans of Calloway
County/6 p m and Calloway County
Republicans/7 p m /Calloway Public
Library
Calloway Democratic Headquarters
at 200 North 4th St /open 9 a.m.-4
p.m.

Music Department meets
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT photo

Officers of the Music Department of Murray Woman's Club served as
hostesses for the September salad supper. Pictured, from left, are Gale
Vinson, vice chairman, Fay Nell Flora, secretary, Joetta Kelly and Vicky
Crafton, co-chairmen, and Pat Sanders, treasurer. The group made
plans for the annual Style Show fundraiser scheduled for March 18,
1997. Departmental talent will be featured in the "Calories Cabaret" at
the meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses
will be Marge Andrews, Sarah Curd, Julia Caldwell, Marge Shown, Faye
Austin, Kay Ray and Ruth Wright

ct.

HOROSCOPES
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TUESDAY,OCTOBER 15, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are agile conversationalists and top-notch public speakers, easily winning over their audience. Count on them to excel in
debate, on stage or in the pulpit. Although these friendly Libras partner well
with others, they will probably be happiest working on their own. Intellectual curiosity will motivate them to investigate many disciplines before deciding on a profession. Affectionate and responsible, these Libras will take
pride in providing for their loved ones.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
large-scale business venture captures your imagination. Think big
and you will win big! A special
award or pay raise is featured in December. Look forward to romance
taking on a new glow as 1997 gets
underway. A long-awaited breakthrough improves your financial
prospects. Next spring will bring
pleasurable travel and new friends.
Postpone an overseas trip until midsummer. Wedding bells could ring
out next fall. Guard a wonderful
legacy.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: director Penny Marshall, sportscaster Jim Palmer,
actress Linda Lavin, novelist Mario
Puzo,sprinter Bobby Marrow.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Getting better organized will reduce
tension at work or home. Put your
loved ones' needs first. Seek expert
advice if you have difficulty obtaining credit.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Romance is a waiting game now.
Focus on ways to increase your
income. Partnerships launched this
month will prove profitable over the
long haul.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
You are now in a position to command a better salary. Analyze where
you are headed in your professional
and personal life. A lucky break
comes from an unexpected source.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Perseverance will take you beyond
your fondest expectations. Set realistic business and financial goals
when talking with your partner. A
practical approach will keep you on
course.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A career
change requires careful thought.
Creative and artistic pursuits enjoy
favorable influences. Be willing to
invest time and money in developing your talents.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
on time to meetings; your reputation
is at stake. Big business deals are in
the works. Become a major player!
Your romantic partner will be supportive if you do not let success go
to your head.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22);.Bide
your time7Those in authority expect
great things from you. Perform up to
the highest standards. Ignore office
gossip; others may envy your success.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Good luck affects your investments.
However, a partner may think you
are not being aggressive enough.
Stand your ground. Research the
background of any company you are
asked to invest in. Love continues to
deepen.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Someone may misinterpret your
seemingly eccentric behavior.
Explain your intentions to those who
matter. An inventive idea works
great: you reap the credit you
deserve! Keep in touch with old
friends and former schoolmates.
--CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Adopt a conciliatory approach
toward your co-workers, especially
if they are holding the reins.
Romance could slip away if you
neglect ii. Be attentive. Shop.for
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children's clothing only after studying mail order catalogs.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A more experienced individual
offers to be your mentor. There
could be certain strings attached.
Romance is part of the picture
tonight. Show good judgment if
faced with a tough choice.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Self-discipline is the key to getting a
new project off the ground. Buckle
down to work. Private talks with
family members help you mend
some emotional fences. Take the
initiative; patch up a quarrel.

Monday, Oct. 14
Lodge 728 of WOW/6 p m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals,7
p.m./PagIiam's
Memorial Baptist Church Winsome
Class meeting/6 p rn., Prayer Group/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
McKenzie Circle/1 p m.; Outreach
Committee meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Praise!
rehearsala p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Overeaters Anonymous/7.30
p.m./MCC Hospital. Info/753-7490.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Date Rape seminar/Curris Center
Ballroom, MSU/7 p.m. Info/762-6951.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-502-444-2685,
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Tuesday, Oct. 15
C.U.B.S. (Calloway United benevolent Services) network/10 a.m./Murray
Woman's Club House. Steering
Committee/9 a.m.
Need Line Board meeting/noon at
First Presbyterian Church.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./City Hall.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Kirksey WOW Lodge #170
meeting/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's.
Guilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house.
Singles Organizational -.Society
(sos)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.

Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Oct. 16.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Irma Tuck as tee-off
chairman.
Winners of the golf scramble
on Oct. 9 have been announced
by Della Miller, tee-off chairman,
as follows:
First place Shirley Wade and
Mary Alice Garner:
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Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Road
[
Plays t-2-1
Games
at $5-00
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JCPenney Styling Salon
(Murray, Ky. Only)

Bring in this coupon and receive
OFF
any one of the following services
Hair Cut
Color Service
Perm

Reg. $17.00
Reg. $40.00 and up
Reg. $45.00 and up

Phone 759-9811
eme imm
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Calligraphy
evening course for you to (earn how to
your Christmas cards & ittters beautifully!!

non-credit

az/dress

Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
October 15 - November 19
MSU's Collins Center for Industry & Technology
Taught by Marilyn Alberts
Registration fee: $75.00
Includes all class supplies
To register contact MSU's Office of Community
Education 762-2160 or 1-800-669-7654

w elcowes
Lisa Buford, P.
Physicians Assistant
The physicians and staff of Primary Care
Medical Center would like to introduce Lisa
Buford, P.A. to the Murray-Calloway County
community. As a Physician's Assistant, Lisa
received instruction in the diagnosis and treatment of patients in both an outpatient and an inpatient setting. She will be working
closely with physicians as a trained professional provider of primary care.
Lisa received her B.S. degree in Social Work/Psychology from Murray State
University. She then completed a Bachelor of Science program in the Physician
Assistant Program at Trevecca Nazarene University in Nashville, TN. Lisa comes to
Primary Care Medical Center with a well diversified training in preventing,
diagnosing, and treating illnesses of a primary care nature.
The physicians and staff are excited to have Lisa Buford, P.A. join them in the
practice of primary care. We feel that with her assistance, we will continue to be able
to deliver to the people of our area quality medical care in a timely manner.

759-9200

"A

SPECIALTY FOODS

t Sia0 p.m.

Primary Care Medical Center

FREE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING OUTLETS:
Mayfield:
Murray.
-Mayfield Messenger
-MSU University Dept.
-Mayfield Co. High School
of Music Office 2nd floor,
-Graves Co. High School
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Pans:
-MSU Curris Center Info Booth
Post-Intelligencer
-Pans
-Murray Ledger & Times
-Henry Co. High School
-Peoples Bank-Kroger Branch
-Trigg Co. High School, Cadiz
-People s First Corp.-University Branch -Marshall Co High School,
-Murray Calloway Co. Chamber
Draffenville
of Commerce
-Fulton Co. High School, Hickman
-Murray High School
-Hickman Co. High School, Fulton
-Music Central, Hopkinsville
-Calloway Co. High School
-Keynote Music, Princeton
-Jarneson's Music

•

Second place - tie between
Joanne Honefanger and Bronda
Parker, and Nancy Rogers and
Della Miller;
Third place - Shirley LaMastus
and Crystal Parks.
The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have their fall banquet
on Monday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. at
the club house. There is no
charge, but seating is limited. Reservations should be made by
Oct. 21 by calling 753-6454.

540spri•

500'

p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Ladies Bible Study/9;30 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
Moore Circle/715 p m with Jean
Lindsey.
First United Methodist Church
Quilters,A330 a.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open.'
10-11:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Sharon Wells
group/10:30 a.m./home of Reita
Moody; Step Aerobics/5:30 p.m.
Murray State University women's volleyball team hosts Austin Peayi7
p.m./Cutchin Fieldhouse.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

.51:PMEL713.41.L.

PROGRESSIVE

Oaks'ladies plan events

8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Oct. 16, 1996
Lovett Auditorium
MSU Campus
The Air Force
Band of Flight

Tuesday, Oct. 15
Weeks Community Center open 8
a
p m for senior citizens'
activities
Dexter Community Center open 9 30
a m -2.30 p m for senior citizens'
activities
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Coffee Break/910 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p m /Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100.
Health Express of MCCH/Kenlake
State Resort Park/8.30-11 -30 a.m.:
Brown's Grocery at Little Golden
Pond/1-4 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 am.
Westside Baptist Church Hattie Lee
Galloway Group/7 p m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies
Guild/7 p m Bible Study at NH/7:15

Joyce Hughes, MD

Marsha Adams, PA-C

Hollis Clark, M.D.

l,ia Buford, PA

Robert Hughes, M.D.

Michael Adams, MD.
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MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice • liftreal Medici*, • Pediatrics

Suite 480W - Medical Arts Building - 300 South 8th St. - Murray, KY 42071
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'Sloppy' Racers get by UTM 28-14
Hutch battles illness
to power No. 9 Racers

OVC Roundup
OVC Standings
Murray St
E. Kentucky
E.Illinois
Tenn St
Tenn Tech
Mid Tenn.
SE Missouri
Tenn -Martin
Austn Peay

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

MARTIN, Tenn. — Officially, Anthony
Hutch was the only Racer listed as sick.
Though they looked under the weather at
times, the defending OVC champions accomplished the mission Saturday — win.
The word, "sloppy" seemed to come to
head coach Houston Nutt's lips most readily
in describing Saturday's 28-14 victory over
winless UT-Martin.
"I knew we would," Nutt said of the
struggle in front of just 4,783 fans, many of
them wearing MSU blue and gold. "I knew
they wouldn't have that many (fans) here.
That's no excuse, but you can't keep them
up 11 or 12-straight weeks. You pick and
choose and hopefully you're good enough
athlete-wise to overcome.
"I never felt threatened, though. I thought
our defense played an excellent football
game."
Ranked No. 9 nationally, Murray State
(5-1) went to 4-0 in the OVC and improved
its league winning streak to an all-time best
12 games. The Racers travel to Eastern Illinois next Saturday to face the 4-1 Panthers,
also unbeaten in the league.
"We didn't do the things we wanted to do,
but a win's a win, bottom line," junior center
Brian Cox explained after the Racer offense
gained 372 yards, but fumbled five times and
lost four. "Now we've got to forget about
this and gear it up for Eastern Illinois."
Led by Hutch, who hadn't eaten in almost
24 hours while battling a stomach virus, the
Racer defense shut down the Skyhawks' offense for most of the game, limiting them to
just 68 rushing yards.
Hutch, named the OVC's Defensive
Player of the Week for his four sacks and
two tackles for losses, was playing just down
the road from his hometown of South Fulton,
Tenn.
"I couldn't get out of bed this morning,"

Conf.
All Gms
WI
WI
4 0
5 1
20
23
20
4 1
1 1
2 3
2 1
3 2
1 2
3 3
1 3
1 4
0 3
0 5
0 3
06

Saturday's Scores
Murray St. 28, UT-Martin 14
W. Illinois 10, E. Illinois 7
Middle Tenn. 50, Austin Peay 14
Tenn. Tech 30, SE Missouri 20
Next Week's Games
Murray St. at E. Illinois, 1:30
E. Kentucky at Middle Tenn.
Tenn. Tech at Austin Peay
SE Missouri at Arkansas St
UT-Martin at Tenn. State

W. Illinois 10, E. Illinois 7
CHARLESTON, III. (AP) — Brian
Knuckles ran for 121 yards and a touchdown Saturday in leading Western Illinois to a 10-7 win over Eastern Illinois.
All the scoring came in the second
half.
Western went ahead 3-0 on a 49-yard
field goal by Keith Jones in the third
quarter.
Knuckles ran 31 yards for TD with
1:24 left Co give the Leathernecks (5-1) a
10-0 lead. The score capped a 99-yard
drive.
After the kickoff, the Panthers (4-1)
scored on a 22-yard pass from Mike
Simpson to Tom Hess. Eastern Illinois
recovered its own onside kick but officials ruled it didn't go 10 yards. The
Leathernecks retained the next kick and
ran out the clock.
EIU's Simpson was 14-of-29 for 145
yards. He threw his first interception of
the season after 113 attempts without
one.
Middle Tenn. 50, Austin Posy 14
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (AP)
— Dee Mostiller ran for 92 yards
and two touchdowns as Middle
Tennessee State beat Austin Peay
50-14 Saturday.
Middle Tennessee State (3-3,
1-2 Ohio Valley Conference) built a
14-0 lead in the first quarter. Mostiller caught a 52-yard TD pass
from Jonathan Quinn, and Johnny
Baker ran in from the 10.
Tenn. Tech 30, SE Missouri 20
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — An
injured Andre Caballero came off
the bench in the fourth quarter to
rally Tennessee Tech to a 30-20
victory over Southeast Missouri
Saturday.
Tennessee Tech (3-2, 2-1 Ohio
Valley Conference) trailed 20-6 entering the fourth quarter, when Caballero capped an 85-yard drive
with a 5-yard touchdown run.

IN See Page 7
MARK YOUNG Ledger & Times photos

Murray State moved to 5-1 with a 28-14 win at
UT-Martin Saturday. (top) MSU's William
Hampton intercepts a pass. (bottom left)
Mathias Vavao (99) celebrates a sack by his
Racer teammates. (bottom right) David
McCann avoids UTM's Brian Johnson.

Cardinals within one game of World Series
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) — All those
years, the Atlanta Braves drove
teams crazy in the National
League playoffs.
They would get a key hit from
someone no one had heard of, a
guy like Francisco Cabrera. Or a
star like David Justice would step
up and hit a big home run. Maybe
a lucky bounce would go their

way, or perhaps they might draw
a well-timed walk.
Whatever, it was always just
enough to win, just enough to
leave their ,opponents muttering.
Kind of how the St. Louis Cardinals are making the Braves
look and sound these days.
These Cardinals, underrated by
most everyone except themselves,
moved within one win of the
World Series by beating the
Braves 4-3 Sunday night for a

3-1 lead in the NL championship
series.
Pinch-hitter Dmitri Young —
Dmitri who? — lined a triple and
Royce Clayton chopped a single
for three runs in the seventh inning to tie it, and Brian Jordan
homered in the eighth.
"We're not done yet," winning pitcher Dennis Eckersley
said. "I'm just trying to key
down and go get it tomorrow. We
haven't won anything yet."

The Cardinals can wrap it up
tonight at Busch Stadium, where
they've won nine straight postseason games. Todd Stottlemyre,
the winner in Game 2, starts for
St. Louis against Game 1 winner
John Smolt/.
For the defending World Series
champion Braves, their third consecutive loss was one of their
most bitter defeats in a while.
Denny Neagle, acquired from
Pittsburgh in late August to win

SOCCER
• 2nd District tournament
Drallenville
Marshall vs Lyon (girls) —
5 30
Marshall vs CFS (boys) —
7 30

1111 2nd District tournament
Draftenville
Murray vs Calloway (DH)
5 30 (girls), 7.30 (boys)
THURSDAY
SOCCER
• 2nd District tournament
Draffenville
Finals
5 30 (girls), 7 30 (boys)
FRIDAY

Yankees back in World Series
By .RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — For so
long, the New York Yankees
were the symbol of excellence.
Ruth and Gehrig, DiMaggio and
Mantle, Reggie and Thurman and
Billy.
But for 14 long seasons, the
Yankees had been on the outside,
watching a procession of other
teams play for baseball's biggest
trophy.
No more. The drought is over.
Finally, the World Series will be
back in The Bronx.
With more home runs from Ce-

FOOTBALL
• Tigers at Mayfield
Mayfield
7 30
• Lakers at Lake Co . Tenn
Tiptonville. Tenn — 7 30

II See Page 7

Deja vu all over again

TUESDAY
SOCCER

"But with Smoltz, (Greg)
Maddux and (Tom) Glavine,
we're still in a good position,"
he said.
Maybe, maybe not.
Of the 47 teams that have taken 3-1 leads in baseball postseason series, 40 have gone on to
win. Only one team ever has
blown 3-1 leads twice — the Cardinals, in the 1968 and 1985

American League

SCHEDULE
TODAY

big games, shut out the Cardinals
on one paltry single through six
innings. In his first career postseason start, he set down St.
Louis on only seven pitches in
the sixth, and retired the first two
batters in the seventh.
Then, it all fell apart for
Atlanta.
"It's not deflating. It's frustrating," Braves manager Bobby
Cox said. "We gave them the
damn ballgame."

Andy Pettitte shut down Baltimore as New York advanced to
the World Series SUnday.

cil Fielder and Darryl Strawberry,
American League champions,"
the Yankees finished off the BalOrioles manager Davey Johnson
timore Orioles with a 6-4 victory
said. "I hope the Braves get there
Sunday to advance to the World
and they whip their butts."
Series for the first time since
After dominating the Orioles
1981.
during the season, going 10-3, the
"I never believed I'd be in this
Yankees defeated the mostposition,"said Strawberry, whose
prolific power team the majors
rise, fall and rebound in some
has ever seen. Baltimore hit a reways mirrors the fortunes of cord 257 homers during the seabaseball's most-storied franchise.
son, but the Yankees outNew York won the AL champhomered the Orioles 10-9 in the
ionship series 4-1 with a threefive-game series.
game sweep at Camden Yards,
"I think we had more talent
increasing its record at Baltimore
than they did," said Reggie Jackthis year to 9-0. The World Seson, part of the team that won the
ries will open Saturday night
Yankees' previous pennant.
against St. Louis or Atlanta in "One difference 1 really think is
what for many years seemed to
that the leader of this ballclub is
be its permanent home: Yankee
the guy in the dugout."
Stadiurn.
Joe Torre, a consensus choice
"They played better than we
did and they deserve to be • See Page 7
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FROM PAGE 6
said the 6-4, 275-pound senior
defensive end. "I had a stomach
virus, about an hour and a half of
sleep and my whole body was
hurting. I couldn't see me laid up
in bed back in Murray with
everyone coming here. I just
made myself get up and go out
and play.
"It's my senior year, I'm not
going to be in a bed or on the
bench."
Hutch and the defense — Nutt
said the second and third-team
defensive line played a majority
of the game — kept UT-Martin
stymied while the offense got on
track.
Senior fullback David McCann
sparked the offense, gaining 88
yards on 15 carries, including
two touchdowns.
"He'll run right at you," explained Nutt. "He's physical arid
you've got to wrap him up. He's
a tough back to deal with because
our other backs are elusive."
McCann carried a screen pass
30 yards in the first quarter to get
the Racers out of a third-and-22
situation. Five plays later,
McCann bolted over from oneyard out to make it 7-0.
Murray State's next two scores
came on trick plays. With 9:05 to
play in the first half, junior wideout Reggie Swinton ran a reverse
37 yards to put MSU up 14-0.
Midway through the third quarter,
Nutt turned to the reverse again,
this time with Swinton stopping
and passing to a wide-open Jesse
Jones for a 35-yard TD.
"It keeps people off balance,"
Nutt said. "We work on trick
plays every day, but we didn't go
into the game thinking, 'This
would work,' but we have four or

Sinkriato al

as one of baseball's good guys, is
finally going to the World Series
after 32 seasons as a player and
manager.
"You've got to tell yourself,
'Don't get excited,' " Torre explained. "Now I understand
when all the participants used to
say it's fun to play in the World
Series because of all the work it
takes getting there."
Fielder, who broke the game
open with a three-run homer off
Scott Erickson in a six-run third,
will be going to the Series for the
first time. On July 31, he was
stuck with Detroit, which went on
to lose 109 games.
Just 2V2 months later, he was
sipping champagne.
"This is awesome," he said.
"In my wildest dreams I didn't
think I'd be part of this."
Strawberry, too, is living a
dream. He spent the early part of
the season with St. Paul of the
Northern League, unwanted by
any major league team.

'See me rrx at your randy rnsurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Murray Si.
Tesa.41erma

I 14 6 11-311
I I 11 14-14
Seamed away
Idler; St—IdoCalta 1 s (Nen Ildt) 1:16
WIWI/ St —Soria 37 iun (3lan kid) 456
Mid Olimiller
Ws** St—Jonee 36 pees Nom Sweet* Nat
toted) •i 2
Fauna Owen*
Tenn -Maree--elenta 11 pre born Spawn (Brown
Si) 256
Wm" Si —11L-Caset 7 turn Wend* pees Itom
Cherry) $37
Tema -Maten—Resider 13 paw from Spann (Wow
Nat 1432
A-4 763

( next

A.A.-Avg

Fuss-Law
Pena/tee.Yards
Time ol Poemeason

good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO FOOTBALL

RECEIVINO—Murrey Si.Swanton 9-72, Jones
4-73, Greet 2-13, McCann 1-30. Downs 1-14. Johnson 1-3 Tenn.-Maren, Reeder 7-83. COMM 6-66,
Marne 3-25, Atwater 2-21, Brewer 2-17

HARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times

position, something that the
coach tinkered with last spring
after the loss of Derrick Cullors.
"I was expecting a lot more
tailback than what I've been getting, but you've got to sacrifice
and do what you can for the
team," said the all-OVC fullback.
"We've got a lot of great backs
and I just waited my turn, and I
got my turn today."
Cherry, finishing 17-of-21 for
170 yards, hit his first 11 passes
of the game. However, the 6-4
senior was sacked four times and

fumbled three times.
Murray State players, less than
jubilant after their fifth-straight
win of the season, admitted to
peaking ahead to the showdown
at Eastern Illinois.
"When you hear it all the time
it's kind of human nature," said
the Racers' Cox. "You can't
come out and get up every week
and in the back of our minds we
knew what next week had in
store for us.
"We'll be up next week, no
doubt about it."

FROM PAGE 6
World Series.
"You never expect to lose.
You never expect to be down
3-1," said Greg McMichael, who
gave up the clutch hits to Young
and Jordan.
McMichael gave Jordan the
pitch he wanted with one out in
the eighth, and the former Atlanta
Falcons defensive back hit it into
the Cardinals' bullpen in left
field.
The home run sent the crowd
of 56,764 into a frenzy. It also
caused a big celebration in the
Cardinals' family room beneath
the stands, where it got so wild
that Jordan's 2-year-old son, Bryson, was overcome by the excitement and briefly passed out.
The little boy was conscious
when he was taken to a hospital
as a precaution, and was expected
to be fine.
"I was so excited, so pumped
up," Jordan said right after the

game, before he learned about his
son's fainting spell. "This is a
game that belonged to the young
kids."
Young, specifically.
The fourth pick overall in the
1991 draft, Young won the
American Association batting
title with a .333 average this season. He was promoted to the majors for the first time on Aug. 28
— coincidentally, the same date
the Braves traded for Neagle —
and hit seven singles in 29 at-bats
for St. Louis.
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Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon -Fn
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 763-1 1 1 1
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INTENDS TO

Publicly Offer 50,000 TO 500,000
SHARES OF

common stock
THE COMPANY WILL DEVELOP AND OPERATE
UNCLE BUD'S CATFISH CHICKEN & SUCH RESTAURANTS
iN KENTUCKY, GEORGIA, AND EAST TENNESSEE MARKETS

THE STOCK WILL BE OFFERED BY THE COMPANY AT
S10 00 PER SHARE, WITH A MINIMUM PURCHASE OF 50 SHARES($500)
INDIVIDUALS INTXRISTIED IN RECEIVING A COPY
OF THE FINAL PROSPECTUS (WHEN AVABABLE) MAY CONTACT THE COMPANY AT

alent
Jackn the

131 PROSPEROUS PIACI, SUITE 17, LEXINGTON, KY

40509-1844

OR CALL

1-606-263-0016 or toll free at 1-888-208-1616
nk is
ub is

hoice

A registration statement relating to these securities has been filed with the Securities and
Exchange Comrmuion but has not yet become effective. These securities may not be sold nor
may offers to buy be accepted prior to the time the registration statement becomes effective
This advertisement shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy nor
shall there be any sale of these securities in any state in which such offer, solicitation or sale
would be unlawfb1 prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such
state

Sunday's Games
Dallas 17 Antoine 3
NW. Onmers 27. Chicago 24
Prialog, 20. Gnome( ¶0
Moulton 23 Manta 13
Mani 21 Buffalo 7
Tampa Bay 24, Minnesota 13
Jactuotwala 21, New Yo* Jets 17
Carolina 46. 5 Late 13
V4si
aar
azon 27. New EngMni 22
37, Detroit 21
Puisseipisa IS, No. York Gana 10
Indianapolis 26, Batman 21
Open dais Deny* Kansas City San Dupe.
Seal*
llonoey• Game
San Filen:sem as Gram.' Bay 8 p
Thursday, Oct 17
Soares at Kansas City 7pm
Sunday, Oct 20
Atlanta is Dallas. noon
Mash at Philadelphia, noon
Now England 111 Incaanapola noon
Newt Orleans at Carols*. noon
New York Giants at Wattungton noon
Bail/more at Denver. 3 pit
Buffet° at Now York Jets. 3 p m
Cinonnal is San Frani:moo. 3 p it
Jacksonville at St Louis. 3 p it
Patstkirgn N IfoJason. 3 p m
Tarry' Bay et Anions. 3 pm
Open data Chicago. Detroit. Green Bay.
lAnnesota
Monday, Oct. 31
Oakland at San Diego. I pm

A

We give you lots of ways to
save on home insurance.
When you protect your home with
quality Grange Insurance, you'll
enjoy special savings if your home
has smoke detectors, a sprinkler
system or burglar alarm. There are
discounts on coverage for valuable
David R. King
possessions, too, even a
discount if you don't have any
losses.
Call or visit us soon so
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection
we can tell you more.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901

Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

The Calloway County Public Library has started circulating
books using its automated system.
The public library is open Monday through Friday from 9:00
a.m. until 8:00 p.m. It is open on Saturday from 9:00 a.m. until
5:00 p.m..and on Sunday from 1:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m.

Whitca..ing

All items borrowed from the library must be returned at the
circulation desk by the close of business on the day that the
item is due. Items returned through the outside book drop
will be counted on the next day's returns.

8284 Hwy. 89
Co.
Palmersville, TN 38241

David Alderdice. CEO
(Owen I Operator)
- Established June 6, 1973 -

CONCRETE RESTORATION
Have you looked at your concrete driveway lately? Are there
cracks running through it, but
you don't have the money to
spend to replace it?

Books, CD's, and audio cassettes circulate for 14 days
(borrowed on the 1st, due on the 15th.) There is a five cents
per item per day late fee for overdue items.

CONTACT...
THE ININITEWING CO.

Uirs Restaurant Group, Inc.

All Tames CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Ewa
W L T Pct. PP PA
inceanapola
s 1
833 115 117
Ekdialo
4 2
1167 7556
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4 2
1167 140 86
New Engarid
3 3
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NY ARS
O
7
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5 1
1133 131 SO
Nousion
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Jacksonvilia
3 4
429 137 136
Simons
2 4
333 125 156
Cincinnati
1
5
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West
Denver
5
1
833 144 93
Kansas Coq
4 2
867 117 92
San 5ego
4 2
667 145 144
Oakland
3 4
429 156 134
Sean.)
2 4
333 93 153
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. Pf PA
Weerenglon
5 1
433 130 71
Philedit*ua
4 2
667 125 121
Dallas
3 3
500 104 79
Anions
2 4
333 65 148
NY Giants
2 4
.333 61 116
Cwitral
Green Bay
5 1
.133204 72
Mnneaota
.714 127 116
5 2
Detroit
571 162 124
4 3
C hcago
2 5
296 104 152
Tampa Bay
1
5
167 69 139
Neel
Si,, F rancticc
4
I
WO 135 62
Carol na
4 2
667 145 84
New Orleans
2 5
296 114 161
SI Lass
1
5
167 111 171
Atlanta
O 6
000 95 175
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Murray State's Anthony Hutch and Terry Anthony make a hit on UTMartin quarterback Rick Wilson in Saturday's 28-14 Racer win at Martin,
Tenn.

IN Cardinals...
In Game 4 against the Orioles,
he homered twice. And in Game
5, he followed Fielder's homer
with a solo shot that made the
lead 6-0.
"I never thought I'd be in a situation like this again," said
Strawberry, who won a World
Series ring with the Mets in 1986
but then saw his career disintegrate during bouts of alcohol and
drug use.
While New York won its record 34th AL pennant, Baltimore
was hoping for its first since
1983. The Orioles, who won the
AL wild card and then knocked
off defending champion Cleveland, crumbled in the third.
Andy Pettitte, whose 21-8 record led the Yankees into the
playoffs, allowed just three hits
in eight innings. He allowed solo
homers to Todd Zeile in the sixth
and Eddie Murray in the eighth,
and John Wetteland gave up a
two-run homer to Bobby Bonilla
in the ninth — his first hit in 20
at-bats during the series.

Century 21)

753-9627

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Away Si. McCann 1548. Dawns
13-63 &mown 1.37. /*son 11-34, Chairs 24, Cna11rninus 23), Cherry 10-(samu* 40)
Tenn -Mann. Atwater 10-62 Hama 1-15, Johnson
3-8, VAlson 114, Jointer 1-6, Least 3-3. Spann
11-Iminus 14)
PASSING—Moray St . Cherry 17-21-0.0, Swanton
1-14-1 Tenn -Mani,. Spann 16-24-0-2. Nilson

five each game."
Racer placekicker Rob Hart,
the OVC's leading scorer, missed
the PAT for his first miss in 22
attempts. Still, MSU was up 20-0
with 6:48 to play in the third.
UT-Martin (0-5) made it 20-7
when Lenny Harris scored on an
11-yard TD pass from backup
quarterback Billy Joe Spann.
Again, McCann picked the
Racer offense up, capping a
seven-play, 62-yard drive with a
seven-yard run. Murray State
went up 28-7 after quarterback
Mike Cherry hit Jones for the
two-point conversion.
Nutt, true to his word earlier in
the week, gave McCann a healthy
dose of work from the tailback

LO

Like a

1.1711
IOU
20
24
50-167 35.41
212
206
210
372
111224 20-33-1
21
•
535 1 7-323
4-2
5-4
10-911
7-54
2332
3426

II Yankees...
FROM PAGE 6

Jane Rogers Ins.

RACERS 28, UT-MartIn 14

First downs
Ritehie-yanda
Passing
Tow Yes
Comp-An.Int
Return Yard*

By

Video tapes circulate for 2 days (borrowed on the 1st, due on the 3rd.) There is a two dollar per tape per day late fee on
videos. You must be 18 to check out videos. There is a limit
of 2 videos per household at one time.

Locally Owned & Operated
The Whitewing Company is located 20 minutes southwest of
Murray about 3 miles in Tennessee,
at 8284 Hwy. 89, Palmersville,
Tn.
David can save you thousands of
dollars by RESTORING, not replacing your old worn driveway,
walkway, or patio by transforming
cracked and scaly concrete surfaces
into a beautiful new finish. We use
industrial sealants the same color as
your concrete and yes, it will last 10
years and longer. This durable wear
coat is a high-strength polymer
concrete coating specifically formulated to resurface existing concrete, waterproofing it for longlasting durable service. We can show
you driveways, carports. patios and
walkways in the Murray area that
have been permanently sealed more
than 10 years. and show no signs of
failure.
Find out how this unique system
can transform your concrete into an
exciting new finish.
Beg

the wintertime weather!

CALL TODAY...
1-800-700-9464

There is no grace period on late fees. There is no "Fine Free
Day". The computer calculates overdue fees exactly and
neither overlooks them nor forgets them. If you owe five
dollars or more in overdue fees, the computer will block your
account and will not allow you to check out books until the
account is settled.
You must have your current, valid library card and barcode
with you to borrow materials. The computer will not check out
items to you if you do not have your library card with you.
Library cards and barcodes are issued to first time users for
free. There is a two dollar fee for replacing lost cards(worn
out or damaged library cards are replaced for free.) Replacing
your library card automatically turns off your old card and
° barcpde. Replacing your library card or barcode does not
change the amount of overdue fees you owe.
Paid for by

•

the Calloway County Public Library

•

*

•

•
.

•
•

Ha vest Time
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Time!

MORTON BUILDINGS
60x14'x105' Deluxe Machinery Storage "New"
Raised Chord Truss System

36x10x48 Deluxe Equine Facility 12' o.c.
• 6' Diamond 'M Porch
• 612 Pitch Roof System
• yr Heavy Duty Themvax
Roof Insuiaoon
• 2-17x7e Full Diamond 1.4"
Crossbuck Double End Doors
• 4-447 Aluminum Clad Dutch
Doors
Gable Overhangs
•

• 1 Vented Siciewail Overhangs
• 1-76-x76' Cupola with Fan
• Exterior Wainscot with Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500•1-iylar
5000° Pant System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Norton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

• 12Tx15r *ALUMASTEELTM
Double End Door
• 1-30x14' -ALUMASTEELT"
Double Side Door
• 1-3x6'fr 9-Lite Window wi
Shutters
• 2* Gable Overhangs
• 1 Vented Sidewall Over
hangs

$41,729.00

23,639.00

42'x16x45' Energy Performer'" Farm Shop
• 1 -24'x a Overhead Door with
Operator
• 1-3'x6'13" 9-Lite Prehung Morton Insulated Walkdoor
• 1-4x3' 9-Lite Window
• Complete Steel Lined Interior
w/6 Band of Acoustical Panel
• R-19 Insuiaton in Sidewah
R-38 Insulation in Ceiling
• 7 Gable Overhangs

• 1. Vented Sidewall Overhangs
• Continuous Ridege Ventilation System
• E x tenor Wainscot WI" Interior
Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500', Hylar
5000' Pant System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free k4orton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

30'xiO'x45* Deluxe Garage 9' o.c.
• 2-1003' Insulated Overhead
• Continuous Ridge Ventilation

Doors with Operators
• 1-3'x6'Er 9-Lite T-300 Thermal Walkdocy
• 1-4rx39- 9-Lite Window
• 1 -26%76 Morton Capola(No
Fan)
• 1' Gable Overhangs
• 1' Vented Sidew all Overhangs

54.x13x75' Basic Machine Storage
Door

Wood)
• 1-3'46'-8- T3000 Plain, VVaik
Door
Gutters & Downspouts

• White Polyester Paint System
• Premium Kynar 500°, Hylar
5000' Trim Paint
• Free Morton Weathervane

System
• Exterior Wainscot with Interior
Protecove Liner
• Premium Kynar 507/ Hylar
5000' Paint System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

$14,229.00

$35,838.00

• 1 2Tx1443- Double End

• Continuous Ridge Ventilation System
• Exterior Wainscot with Interior Protective Liner
• Premium Kynar 500*/ Hylar 5000° Paint System
• Gutters & Downspouts
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Full Morton Warranty

2Tx10'x54' Open Sided Livestock Shelter
•

1/7 Heavy Duty Thermax
Roof Insulaban
• 7 Rows of Tx& Tongue &
Grooved Splastitoard
• Gutters & Downspouts

$22,062.00

• Premuim Kynar 500*/ War
50008 Paint System
• Free Morton Weathervane
• Exclusive Morton Livestock
Warranty

$10,903.00

Ax warrantee melts material and mbar and ani nal prorated Spacsal weep includes taxes. maw ate. ex), and *every & unearing weir 40 muss or a Moral Buedings. Inc Constructer Center
Customer must proves lever side *Wharf underground obstructions and meal pertereale m the three
step payment program Press may vary because of local butieng cotes These prices do not
incises cencrele clue to local pros vanetions or specie egging aquemeni which rray Ce required
because or underground obstructions Ober efewes November 4, ices Seas must be leoescod mcf
upproved by your focal Motion Buildings Inc sales consultant by January 31. 1907 Kynar 507
.and
Trademark of El Alocnem NA Hy1ar S000. Trademark of Ausimorn U S A Energy Performer'
ALUMASTEEL". Trademark or Morton Buldings

MORTON
BUILDINGS
3(X)0 Outer Road • Charleston, MO
Jct. 1-57 & Hwy 62
(573)683-2175

Have you ever considered
Leasing a Building???
A 5 to 7 year Leasing Program is available
that provides long term fixed rate finance to
protect the operating budget from fluctuations
in variable interest rates...

It A`fras Great Tax 'Benefits
Contact one of our sales consultants today to lock
in your order for this Harvest Days
Special for December delivery.

MORTON
BUILDINGS
Excellence

Since 1903

Call
Kevin Segebarth
for more
information

I-800-447-7438

Manure program stirs controversy
By ROBERT GREENE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government soon will be doling
out federal dollars to farmers and
ranchers to help fight pollution
from manure and other sources.
Even before it starts, the program
is under attack as a potential cash
cow for corporate farms.
Several lawmakers, including
Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle, are joining advocates
for small farmers in criticizing
rules proposed Friday by the
Agriculture Department for distributing the $200 million newly
available each year.
By failing to set clear limits on
who can collect, the critics contend, the rules leave the way
open for taxpayer dollars to help
corporate farms build pollution
controls that the Clean Water Act
already obliges them to install.
The department denies the allegation. The rules failed to spell
out who should qualify, Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman admitted, but he promised that
wealthy operations will get
nothing.
"I have no intention of awarding large-scale operations any of
this assistance. Period," he said
in an interview.
The voluntary Environmental
Quality Incentives Program,
created by the 1996 farm bill,
pays up to 100 percent of the cost

of building manure containment
lagoons or to switch to farming
practices that lower pesticide use.
Payments are limited to
$10,000 per person per year, with
a cap of $50,000.
During debate on the farm bill,
the Senate wanted to set size limits to coincide with those of the
Clean Water Act. It dropped precise language after Glickman
pledged to come up with limit
definitions.
Instead, Friday's proposals left
it to state conservationists to
decide.
The Agriculture Department
scheduled a nationwide round of
public hearings starting next
week. It will use the information
to come up with guidance to the
states on the program's
administration.
Critics say state conservationists — federal employees who
will run the program on a state
level — will be vulnerable to intense lobbying. The program will
become unmanageable, they say,
because 50 standards will prevail,
not one.
"This could turn a very useful
conservation program into corporate welfare that will drive family
farmers out of business and poison the landscape all over rural
America," said Ferd Hoefner,
Washington representative for the
Sustainable Agriculture Coalition, a Pine Bush, N.Y.-based ad-

Fuel experiments go beyond corn
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ethanol from hay, brewery grains and
rice straw may one day power
more cars, buses and generators,
as researchers and entrepreneurs
seek ways to harvest fuel from
U.S. farmland.
No one expects plant-based
fuels to wean the United States
from imported oil, which caused
$47 billion to be shipped abroad
last year.
But supporters of government
tax and research help for socalled biofuels say the country
could go a long way toward
blunting the Middle Eastern oil

PET
TALK
by
Or Bob Salley

Cats we "top dog" in the pet
department Some 73 percent of
cat owners allow their pets to
sleep in the bedroom at night, only
47 percent of dog owners do

Help an older animal live more
comfortably with the aches of arIhntis Watch your pet's diet to
avoid the stress of overweight,
Walking and other gentle exercise
is good, but jogging five miles with
you will probably hurt(both of you)
the next day.

If you don't plan to keep all your
dog's puppies, here's how to ease
their homesickness when they go
Place a cotton baby blanket with
your dog when she delivers her
litter to pick up her scent Then
give away a pace of the 'secunty
blanker with each pup
S.

Lonely dogs left home alone
may chew, bark or soil the house
It sometimes helps to restrict the
animal to a small area a crate or
one room--where it will feel more
secure Give the pet a selection of
toys to chew on and play with,
leave the radio on for company
Hrought to you as a public service
by the yetertnarians who care for
your animals at

weapon while helping farmers
and cleaning the air.
"A substantial reduction in
U.S. dependence on foreign oil
should be central goal of foreign
and domestic policy," said Sen.
Dick Lugar, R-Ind., chairman of
the Senate Agriculture Committee and a member of the Foreign
Relations and Select Intelligence
committees. "Sadly, it is not."
At an Agriculture Committee
hearing last week, Lugar said he
will stress biofuels next year
when the committee overhauls
research programs at the Agriculture Department.
Companies asked for other
help, too, such as tax credits for
investors, a permanent fuel tax
break for alternative fuels and
implementation of rules to cut
down on smog from motor vehicle fleets.
No one testified from Archer
Daniels Midland Co., the agribusiness giant that benefits from an
ethanol tax break.
The department spends about
$10 million a year on biofuels
research. The Energy Department
spends about $27 million.
Although most of the I billion
gallons of ethanol produced yearly comes from corn, a big crop in
Indiana, corn has its limits, witnesses said. Government studies
indicate corn can produce no
more than 3 billion gallons of
ethanol a year without raising the
cost of food and animal feed.
The amount could be vastly
increased using grasses and
quick-growing trees as fuel sour-

We can_provIde information and coverage for your

FA

INSURANCE

Ask about Sheltez's
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

*mid "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY 1 TN
759-1033 or 753-0173
401 S 12th St • Mussy

Westside
Veterinary
Service
New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone number — 753-9111

vocacy group.
The critics also include Democratic Sens. Daschle, D-S.D.; Patrick Leahy of Vermont, ranking
Democrat on the Agriculture
Committee; Tom Harkin of Iowa;
Russ Feingold and Herb Kohl of
Wisconsin; and Paul Wellstone of
Minnesota.
Their states have many small
dairy farms and cattle and hog
operations. The six urged Glickman to include national standards
in the eventual final rules.
Tom Herbert, a deputy undersecretary for natural resources,
said guidelines created decades
ago to guide enforcement of the
Clean Water Act are unworkable.
If used, the guidelines would
qualify almost all dairy operations, 96 percent of hog operations and less than half the poultry operations. Yet because of the
way agriculture is structured, the
existing guidelines would exclude
from payments almost nine-tenths
of poultry production and onefourth of hog production.
"We'd be creating enormous
inequities across the livestock industry," Herbert said.
He said conservationists will
consider who can afford to pay.
But that opens another controversy: basing farm-support
programs on the recipient's income. Farm groups have traditionally and steadfastly avoided
such means tests in part because
they feel it smacks of welfare.

"We're going to need more
land producing food," he said in
an interview. "There is a serious
constraint on feeding the world."
In fact, grain shortages this
summer forced ethanol producers
to cut way back.
Still, the Agriculture Department wants to see whether some
cropland idled for soil and water
conservation can be planted in
switchgrass without environmental damage.
Other analysts say biofuels can
carve out a place in America's
huge energy market, especially if
they focus on the waste products.
Projects have begun sprouting
up, often with federal help.
Coors Brewing Co. in Golden,
Colo., is trying out a genetically
engineered bacterium to make
ethanol from spent brewing grain.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & 1Veekl% Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Lail Ls I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

ces, said Joseph J. Romm, the
Energy Department's deputy
assistant secretary for renewable
energy.
By planting 40 million acres —
about 10 percent of the nation's
cropland — in energy crops, the
country could produce 20 billion
gallons of ethanol a year. That
would supply 17 percent of gasoline use.
Technology to get ethanol from
chaff, cobs and stalks and other
cellulosic sources rather than the
starchy grain is making lower
cost biofuels more feasible,
Romm said.
Ethanol could compete with
gasoline by 2010, assuming a
price of oil of $24 a barrel — and
with no subsidies, Romm said.
Right now, gasoline with ethanol
gets a fuel tax break of 5.4 cents
a gallon.
There are doubters.
Philip Verleger, vice president
of Charles River Associates, an
economic consulting firm, questioned whether the United States
can take 10 percent of its farmland out of food production when
the world population is growing.

Well always be there for you
Shaker Iniurancs Cc* Horn* dim ColurnbIa PAO

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
PiaPIQY Asia

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3x1 Run.
01.1 Ms M. morlfnat I Day Pedal)
$2.00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lego Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Found

Reader Adl
304 per word, $6.00 minimum
lid day.65 per word per day for
each additional consocunve
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
bdnd box ads.

05C

190
370
390
yard Sale $7.50 Preagkif 403
A $2_06 tee will be required to make
WY changes to ocI offer Osodllne, 550

010

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
UYestOck & %poles
Poultry & Suppiies
Prockice
Feed & See()

060
070
090
130
110

REAL ESTATE RENIAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
290
265 Mobile Home Lots tor Pent
kianess Rentals
300
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Loose
360

ADVERTISEMENT
West Kentucky
Services,
Allied
Inc. will be operatthe
ing
Home
Energy Assistance
Program again this
year. We are acapplicacepting
tions from fuel providers (vendors) in
following
the
areas:
'Coal
•Fuel Oil
'Wood •Propane
Kerosene
If you are interested in providing
any of the above
mentioned fuels for
the Subsidy Component of the Program,(November 4-December 6), you
must make application to be on the
approved vendor
list. Applications
can be obtained at
our local office at
607 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
If no response,contact the regional office located at 400
North 5th St., Mayfield, Kentucky, or
call Charles Wix at
(502) 247-4046.
(120
Notice
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ENJOY a massage and relieve pain, release stress,
relax mind and body_ Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a-10P,
753-3801 Housecalls
Available!

insaanc

Es:terminating

230
250
290
530

B.J.sness Services
Heonng & Cooling
Services Offerea
TRANSPORTATION

470
480
486
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

Campers
Boots & Motors

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local

.
Claim serVICe

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys rnens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
030
Cord
of Thanks

060

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes. Free info. Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, TX 78613.

BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO.
Lights! Cameral Action!
America's 01 Entertainment Store currently has
exciting opportunities
opening up in the Murray
area for Customer Service
Specialist positions. We
are seeking Customer Service focused individuals for
these positions. Please inquire at the Employment
Services, 1210 Johnson
Blvd, Murray, KY 42071.

Classified

DRIVERS,regional flatbed.
Home weekends and
through the week. Family
medical/dental. 401K.
Home holidays. One year
OTR required. Phone apphcations accepted. Wabash
Valley, 1-800-246-6305.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing and finishing.
Must be reliable. 436-2766.
EXPERIENCED aide/ sitter, needed for live-in care
of elderly lady. 753-5964.
FULL or part time delivery,
set-up, all around work.
Apply at Wiggins Furniture,
Hwy 641 N , weekdays, between 9am-5pm.
FULL TIME. Administrative
and financial secretary for
Marshall County church.
Computer skills and bookkeeping required. Send resume to: Pastor, P.O.Box
462, Benton, KY 42025, no
later than October 18,
1996_

HALEY'S
Ugl9Puck
Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
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by Mrs. Anne
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M. Tells Past, Present and Future 111111
aim Advice On All Affairs Of Life. om
mi
um Palm & Tara! Card Reading Also Availableml
—
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—
—
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DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

7514199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

FULL-time sales person
needed. Knowledge of
plumbing, electrical & tools
Apply at Trees Lumber Dolt-Center.
HIRING daytime & nighttime closers for Wendy's
Apply in person, Chestnut
St, Murray between 2-4pm,
Mon-Fri. Ask to speak to
manager.
NOW accepting applications for full and part time
positions in management
customer service, and delivery Qualified candidates
must be at least 18 years
old, have an insured vehicle and a good driving record. Apply in person between 10am and 6pm daily
at Azzario's Italian Kitchen,
corner of 12th and Olive,
next to kAcDoriald's.
PAINTERS needed! Journeyman and apprentice
needed immediately. Call
753-8823 after 6pm or
leave message

4),

MuSCOI

Miscellaneous
T v & Paolo

Pets & Suoobes

MOMS HOmes

For Sate

loose
Home Loot-s

For Sole or

Deal Estcre
Loire Ptopertv
Lots For See
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sae
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
5J0

Public Sole
Fcx Trade
Pee CoiumWo^'4 7

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Solurtkry Closed
• Doodlinos as 2 days
Is cadrancrl

320

270

Wanted

Mobilo
Homes For Salo

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Hiring
Immediately!

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night.
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or I piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings

1997 BELMONT, 16x72, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, entertainment center in living room
ONLY $23,500 including air
conditioner and underpinning. Northgate Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
502-527-1362

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Security in
Murray area
Call 442-6090

USED furniture & appliances Washer, dryers,
ref, ranges air cond., TV's
Wood chairs chest, dressers, desk lamps, student
desk George Hodge, 806
Coldwater Rd

NICE 2br duplex, central
gas h/a, appliances furnished, w/d hookup No pets,
$400 plus deposit
753-0870

PART time secret shoppers
needed for local stores
$10 25+Thour, plus FREE
Call now
products
313-927-0863

CASH for Gi JOE toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

ROPER'S Donut Shop is
accepting applications for a
night clerk, 2p.m -8p m
shift.

OLD farm, partially timber,
cash 753-4984

SHONEY'S Inn now taking
applications for all positions Apply in person at
1503 N 12th, Murray, KY

WANT to buy Book- The
Supreme Command by Dr
Forest C Pogue Betty
Wood, call 800-918-8961

Full Time
Checker Needed

Articles
For Sale

Experienced preferred but not necessary. Apply to P.O.
Box 1040-0, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CHILD care services offered Weekdays only,
Call
6am-5 30pm
753-3193
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.
LITTLE Angels Child Care
has 3 openings, 6am-5pm,
Mon-Fri, some Saturdays
Hwy 260, dose to East
Elementary. Certified.
753-2643.
WILL sit with the elderly.
References & experience
Call 753-4590
00
Business
Opportunity
LOCAL Vending route to
sale. Be your own boss Big
cash weekly. Call now
800-371-8363.
PRE-PAID Cellular Phone
distibutors wanted nationwide. No credit checks No
turn downs No contracts
Residual income
606-273-5166 If no answer, leave message
RARE OPPORTUNITY International company now
interviewing for local
Manager/Distributor
Booming fire safety field
Complete training provided. This is truly a 6 figure
income potential! It you are
wanting to work for yourself, but not by yourself,
make this call. Ask for Mr
Colwell, 800-240-7681
120
Computers
TANDY 2500 SX computer,
printer, monitor. 437-4577
after 4pm
USED computers, bought
and sold 767-0858

WOODEN baby rockers,
$12 Wooden swings &
lawn chairs. Paschall Salvage, V. mile from Hazel on
641 498-8964
WOODSTOVE, freestanding, like new, $250. John
Deere 116,471n cut mower,
1 season on new motor,
hydrostat trans Needs seals $300. Mattress set,
queen, excellent condition,
$100 759-1894
ian
Horne
Furnishings

BABYBED & changing
table, queen/ king size
wicker headboard entertainment center for 27" TV,
small love seat 753-8743
COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit10-15 sessions 489-2116.
COUNTRY green traditional sofa with matching
chair, $225. Overstuffed
floral loveseat, $225 Large
recliner, $60. Oak coffee
table, $50. Nordictrack,

2 PIECE matching sofa and
loveseat, $150 obo Cal
Tina 753-6907
BREAKFAST table, natural
wood, white tile 753-8234
DINING table & 4 chairs,
Angleview mobile computer station, couch, swivel
rocking armchair, lamp,
kingsize bed, writing table,
kitchen stuff. 753-9079.
NICE kingsize waterbed,
captain pedestal, bookshelf
& canopy, $250 492-8389.

$325. 753-4292.
EXTRA large used tarpaulins, $15/ea. While They
Lash l Paschall Salvage,
mile from Hazel on 641
498-8964.

HALLMARK cargo van,
6x12x6, loading ramp door,
side door, interior lights,
tandem axle & electric
brakes, $3295 767-0895
HUTCH Rebel fireplace insert, 36in with blower,
$100. 753-9328 after 5pm.
L.L BEAN round dog pillow,
paid $88-$40. Airtrainer exercise bike, B.O., VCR
753-8607 please leave
message
METAL forge, gas operated, $375 753-0062
NO Payment, No Interest
until April 1, 1997. Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial Rd 753-2925

475 IH disc, excellent con
dittion. I H 3pt hitch, badthoe
attachment, excellent condition Call 492-8790 after
6pm

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
210

sponsible party to take on
small monthly payments
Good credit a must Call
1 800 718-1657

5 miles on 94 E • 759-1062
Thurs, & Fri. 12-4; Sat. /0-4
Winterize With C_arharit Clothing
Coveralls, Jackets, Overalls, Shirts & Hoods.
Artic Lined & Red Lined. Sizes 34 up to 4 XL,

Men & Women Wrangler
$5 Off Reg. Price
Shirts & Blouses

Some Jeans $10 & $12
Sale Good Through October I

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

Call 753-1916

For Details

220
lAnkal

274
Mobile
Hornet For Sail
12x60 MOBILE home
$1500 Must move as soon
as possible Call 436-5789
after 6pm
12x65 W/APPLIANCES
central hie, 2br, no furniture Must be moved,
$3,000 800-458-5867 or
Murray 436 5330
1977 VILLAGE, 12x52, c/a,
nice, $4500 753-7975
1986 ATLANTIC, 14x52,
ES Coach Estates, $7000
753-4153
1996, 16x80, ATLANTIC,
3br, mobile home Classic
package. loaded Solid oak
cabinets, glamour bath,
gas heat, dishwasher
Many other extras Occupied only 3mos Price negotiable 753-1186
1996 BELMONT. 16x80, 3
bedroom, island in kitchen,
blue carpet, loaded, including central air and underpinnning for ONLY
$25,900 See at Northgate
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY Ph 502-527-1362

Classified

2BR duplex, 1302 Valley wood Dr, $360/mo
759-4406
2BR nice duplex, central
hia, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED efficiency
apartment for rent. Furnished lakefront, Cypress
area, $395/mo, utilities nd
436-5099
HILLOALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts. Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 730-330
Equal Housing Opportunity . 437-4113. TOD
1-800-545-1833 X287

VACANT lbr apartment, no
pets, $190 506 N 5th
753-5292
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Appliances furnished, w/d
hookup, central gas Ps/a,
$525/mo, 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

VERY nice lbr at Farmington Square, 11 miles from
Murray toward Mayfield
ONLY (3) 1996'S LEFT!
Washer, dryer, stove, reREDUCED TO SELL
frig, dishwasher Water &
QUICKLY.TAKE A LOOK.
trash pickup furnished
(1) 28x48 Carriage with
$315'mo & deposit No
beautiful front kitchen, cenIN country, lbr extra nice, pets 762-4483 8am-tIpm
tral aft, $34,900 (2) 28x60
completely furnished, $300 345-2748 after 5pm
Clayton, glamour bath, all
per month, plus deposit No
appliances, including dis340
Call between
pets
hwasher, $38,900 (3)
Houses
9am-6pm 436-2722
28x68 Clayton featuring
For Rent
large family room with fire- KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeplace, spacious bedrooms land Westiy Village, lbr 2BR, 2 bath central `Ye
and a real value for lust apartment, utilities in- appliances furnished Aso
$42,900
cluded, rent based on in- 2-3br duplex Coleman RE
come 62 & older, or handi- 753-9898
SALE on '96 Southridge, cap & disabled. Equal
2BR brick in Hazel, lease &
28x70, 3 bedroom & 2 Housing Opportunity
deposit. Call after 6pm.
baths, Teal carpet, solid 502-354-8888.
492-8526
Oak cabinets, upgraded
appliances and den with LARGE brick duplex in nice 2BR, stove, retrig, wood
corner fireplace. Must see private area, central HVAC, stove, 8 miles SE of Murthis one for only $45,500. gas, utility room. No pets, ray No pets, references,
See Roger at Lakeland $425 per month. Lease deposit 492-8594
Quality Homes, 641 N.. plus deposit. Available
Ph 11/1. 759-1087 after 5pm 2 or 3BR brick in private
KY.
Benton,
area, central HVAC, gas
502-527-5253.
MUR-CAL Apartments now No pets. $525 per month
1997
on
PRICE
for
SPECIAL
accepting applications
Lease plus deposit AvailSouthridge, 16x72, 2 bed- 1, 2 and 3br apartments able 11/1 759-1087 after
room, 2 baths, blue up- Apply in person at 902 5pm
grade carpet, white ca- Northwood Dr No phone
binets and dishwasher. A calls please Equal Hous- 3BR,2 bath 2car garage in
Pirate's Cove 437-4180
beautiful home for only ing Opportunity
$23900. Lakeland Quality
Homes, 641 North, Benton,
KY Ph 502-527-5253.
MOBILE home for sale
502-474-2335

2 OR 3BR. gas or electric,
central h/a. Edge of city
limits. 753-5209

641 Storage
Available Now
4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10
10x20 • 10x25

285
Mobile
Horn. Lots For Rent

Call 753-5585

MOBILE home lots or ren
north of Murray 767-9435
Pager 742-4435

4Cni9e_ht's

ZrCARPET & FLOOR COVERINGITK
Business
Rentals

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SLEEPER/ sofa dresser.
typewriter & sewing ma
chine Please call Karin
767-0951

Country Jeans

FURNISHED 14X7Oft
1983 Fleetwood mobile
home for sale, asking
$9000 Call 527-5137

Firewood

BIG screen tv for sale Re-

SUNFLOWER Seed
$1095 for 50Ib Many other
Wild Bird feed varieties
available Largest bird
feeder collection in area
Farmer's Farmacy.
759-2248

3BR, 14 bath, mobile
home on good lot Wilson
Realty, 753-5086

ATTENTION Hunters
280
Duck and goose hunting
Mobile
near Ballard Refuge and
Homes For Rent
Mitchell Lake Decoys pro
527-8891, 2BR, no pets Must have
vided
527-7766
references 753-9866

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

Sale On Men & Women's
10% Off Reg, Price
Jeans

Taking applications
for
management
positions in a rapidly growing company. Benefits include: insurance,
meal, stock purchase plan. Salary
based on experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 7809
Paducah, KY 42001
EOE

APOlanc es
Home Furrushings
Annques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
• Firewood

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

Articles
For Sale

[

DAY shift help wanted.
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria. 753-2334.

'95
200
210
220
240
2b0
390

Comp.ters
For Son or T,ocie
Want To Elds,
Amcies Foi See

150

140

Help
Wanted

CHAUFFEUR LIMOUSINE. Male/Female
trainees, good wages
502-329-0319.

We wish to express
our thanks to everyonefor their kindness
and help during the
death ofour son Neale
Allison Sykes.
Thanks for the
food,flowers, and expressions of sympathy.
God Bless All
Cleo, Mary &
Louise Sykes &
Sarah & Max
McCtartan

CT,A Rental and

LOST Black female Lab,
red collar Lost in area of
602 Main Answers to Keeley Needs special diet
Please call 759-4730

120
130
'40
50
'S5
00
66
70

Advertisers al. mausolea to
check Pm Int Inman= of
their ads for arty ow Murray
lodgor & Ilmes lid be responsible lot only one Incorred irosedisk My wet
should be reported knrneclialefy so corrections can be
made.

Wahl
To Buy

Mottos

CANCER
INSURANCE

REAL ESIAIE SALES

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

oao

06n

020

Legal
Notice

753- 1916

CALL

EMPL0vMENI
Hemp Wonted
Domesnc & 01Ni:score
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
insttuction

AMEEMEN12
MasterCard

DOWNTOWN upstairs of
fice space overlooking
Court Square Rent $575
includes utilities 753-1266
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753-7536
OFFICE or retail space in
Southside Shopping Center Available Nov 1
753-4509 or 753-6612
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
SPACE available in University Square Central gas
heat, skylight Open space
for retail, plus office and
storage Also ideal for professional office See
Loretta at Century 21
753-1492

Doing it right the first time costs
loss than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Sales & installation Tcrn To•or Rd
Jay Knight
*
Knight s
Mitch Knight
Hwy. 641 - l'h Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077
Smug,:

.. & Surrounding lountiei
Mut)

Sifter'

Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV $650.00, 18" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A $300 value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no
down payment!

320
Apartments
For Rent
1413 HILLWOOD, available Nov 1. nice 2br, triplex
apt Appliances furnished,
w/d hook-up, lease, deposit, no pets, $350/mo.
753-0814
1vi BLOCKS from campus Remodeled 2br apt.
upstairs, electric heat, window a/c A very nice apartment Tenant is moving be
cause of new job Some
pets allowed, $265 per
month, $265 deposit, lease
required 753-4249 leave
message Avail Oct 15th
1BR new apaztn1t available now on Di Lad Dr
Appliances furnished including w/d, $325/mo No
pets
Coleman RE
753 9898

5 POSITIONS LOCALLY
Due to company growth in the Murray
area 5 job openings exist in the branch of
a FORTUNE 500 company If selected
you will be given expense paid classroom
training We will provide complete corn
pany benefits, major medical dental
401K savings Your starting income will
be $1600,mo & up All promotions based
on merit - no seniority To be accepted
you need a pleasant personality, be
ambitious sports minded, have grade 12
or better, 21 or older and bondable
For confidential interview:
Call Mon.-Tues.
753-5353 • 10 a.m - 7 pm
Ask for Sam Asfur

,

•

- •-••
N Ns

989.

Miasainat
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

OCTOBER 14, 1996

3Q1.1

Usell
busks

For Real
Or Leas*
3BR brick near University
No pets, year lease and
deposit Avaiable now
759 4.826

CREEKViEW Sett storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

REG Appaloosa stud 2yrs
old broke $775 753-0062

365
38R newly remodeled appliances furnished No
pets 1310 Sycamore
Lease & deposit required
Ph 753-0932 or 753-5898
WELL maintained 38( 1
bath house attached garage appliances furnished
Edge of city limits/
Southwest District No
pets 759-1359

Classified
;

•

For Sale
Or Lease
LARGE tobacco Darn to
sale or rent Coidwater
489-2116 leave message
370

Uvestock
& Supplies
1 REGISTERED Tonnes
see Walking horse stud
colt, lyr old 1 Registered
Spotted colt filly, 1 yr old
435-4481 or 435-4050 after
6pm

—

.

.

_. . • •
- •• -

(ESTATE AUCTION)

6 MONTH old Dalmatian
Free to a good home
753-4342
AKC Airedale Terrior,
limo old male 753-6682
BORDER Collie 2yr male,
papers gorgeous loving,
intelligent Good home
only $200 759-5384
DOG HOUSE Sale Start
ing at $34 95 Many sizes &
styles w.ailable Farmers
Farmacy 759-2248
DOG KENNELS, 10x10x6$188 6126- $179 While
supplies last Farmer's Far
macy 759-2248
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS
THURS OCT 17TH AT 6:00 P.M.

EMMA JEAN ROBERTS: DECEASED
• CD CID WI A Mg ILla

71.3 ACRES
NEAR BENTON, KY
From The Courthouse In Benton, Take Hwy
408 East 2.5 Miles To Bryant Rd., Proceed
North On Bryant Rd. 1 2 Mile To The Farm!

EST OF FAIRDEALING, K
SE OF BRIENSBURG, KY

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Man St

QUIET - RELAXING - PEACEFUL
MINI PARCELS - NICE BUILDING SITES
JONATHAN CREEK WATER SYSTEM
BEING OFFERED IN TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS

racts 1, 2, 3 Contain 8.123 Acres Each
ract 4 - 41.164 Acres Tract 5- 3.311 Acres
Tract 6 Contains 2.312 Acres
OFFERS GREAT COUNTRY LIVING
Improved w 6 Room Frame home • Full Basement • Screened Porcfi
Outbuildings - Workshop - Small Barn - Grazing Area
Large Shade - 500 Gallon LP Gas
For Private Viewing Of The Home Contact
MRS. EVA HARMON, EXECUTRIX
At 502-527-1795, Late Evenings

AKE A LOOK TIMBER BUYERS!
OUTSTANDING MARKETABLE TIMBER!
COME MAKE YOUR OWN CRUISE!
ERMS:1 5% Down, Balance In 30 Days!

BAR-8-QUE & REFRESHMENTS AT 5:00 P.M.
COMPLIMENTS OF JAMES R. CASH AUCTION CO
EVERYONE WELCOME UNDER NO OBLIGATION
REAL ESTATE SELLS PROMPTLY AT
6:00 P.M. — SHARP!
Snapper 11 Horse Riding Mower
Bush Hog 5' Rotary Cutter- Large Welding Table

JAMES R. CASH
7.26'AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
JP FANCY FARM, KY 42039 1 ij
RV 502-623-8466 - FAX 502-623-8885 RC

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

RESORT beautiful, modern on Kentucky Lake with
10 acres Mature trees 32
campsites 6 cabins bathhouse pool laundry anc
convenience stort
502-753-9274

435
Lake
Property
3 MOBILE homes on nice
separate lots at Moors Resort on Ky Lake Lake accessible 618564-2274
ask for Bo
CHARMING secluded retreatl Cozy, quiet bungalow
on nearly and acre lot in Ky
Lake Development Subdivision Short distance from
water Block storage building Satellite dish Other
'extras". This is the ideal
vacation home, second
home or retirement retreat
Owners moving due to ill
health Priced to sell at
$25,000.00. Call Larry
Kelly, Associate Broker.
C W Shelton Real Estate &
Auction Co , Mayfield, KY,
C W.Shelton, Principal
Broker Call Toll Free.
Days 1-800-455-586'4
N[tes. 1-800-825-3231
CLOSE to Lake 12x60,
2br.
bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots.
Approx 17, acres. w/CHA.
All utilities, 12x22 room addiUon under construction.
Mile to
storage building
boat ramp in Kernana Lake
Shore Heights. 1st $13,500
buys it 502-436-5719 if no
answer leave message No
Realtors please

1011 Stor .1‘e.

3 HUGE corner lots In Preston Heights, 500 leet from
city limits AO underground
city utilities 753-2339

MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
502 - 4 35 - 448 7
904-673-0040
ONE of Murray's newest
subdivisions, Strawberry
Fields, located otf Coles
Campground Road 1 Acre
building lots restrictions
Call Edwinda at Grey's
Properties, 759-2001
4c0
Farms
For Sale
10 WOODED acres, near
Ky Lake, New Concord
$11,950 Easy terms Also
5 acres Call 753-9302
ACREAGE 1A to 275A
Coldwater area, owner fi
nancing 502-759-4713
HUNTERS paradise, 56
acres 10 miles north of
Murray, 22 acres tendable
759-1701
4h0
Homes
For Salo
1300SO ft house 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres adjoin
ing 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd $45,000 753-4525
2BR, 1 bath house, 2 car
garage. wood floors. Great
location, beautiful lot. Priced in mid 60's. Serious
calls only. No Realtors
please Call 753-2446,
M-F, 8-4

753-5482
48R, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace, $90's Coleman
RE, 753-9898
760S0 ft cabin, 2 stories
wood floors downstairs,
carpet upstairs, cedar siding Will need to be transported, $8000 Days
753-1323, evenings
436-5552 Ask for Chuck
LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage, city utilities,
gas heat, in quiet neighborhood
Upper $30's
492-8680
NEAR University, 2 or 3br,
dining room, carport. Unique design includes cedar
siding, loft with cathedral
ceiling, skylights. Fireplace
with insert, utility room.
Large lot with storage shed,
shade & fruit trees, evergreens, flowering shrubs,
space for garden. New roof,
thermal windows, many
nice touches, S51,900. By
owner 753-7452

2BR 1 bath on 1'/, shaded
acre in Southwest school
district 2 Storage bldg with
electric 759-1998
2YR old home,4 miles from
town 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
38R, 1 bath newly remodeled home Beautifully
landscaped with big yard 8
Miles east of town, North
school dist Detached garage only 6yrs old, $58,000
(firm) Call anytime
753-1961

753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

41,

14

7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

*
*
*
*

"Cleantrig'
Vinyl Siding • horned • Mobile Homes • Bosh • Brice Dnveways
• Parking Loa • Ai Enver Cisarvrc • Acid Cleaning Available
David Borders
Phone
Irsved
(502)759-4734
Comoietety Moo,ie
Ceikilar 15021853-110e

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Servxce

1-800-58 - 6035
KIN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery

)a he

1 (800) 642-7740

800 Norte( first When you
'
,ear a tecoried message enter the
Across Code 85

Jun Caylor
Ronnie England

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE

HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

T
Formal Wear ,..t„
and Limousine 12-aUPz.
:
:?iT

4
111151
.
/1 13
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Soca{ Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
1502) 753-1300
(9011642-5300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

David's Cleaning Services

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Aliporouret Er Complete Brake Stroke,
Struts mod Skocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Lima Jones, Owner
Murray, KY 42071 700-4:00
15021 753-1351

VVI,Afil Ail:NAMPO

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys,
and Insulation for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd Hwy 299;
Office: (502) 489-2722
Murray, KY 42071
Horne: (502) 489-2724

Roberts
Realty

iva;;C
"11

Terry Walter - Broker/Owner

BUS.: (502) 753-1651
1-800-455-1651
Anna Requarth
Joan Walter
Bob Rodgers

1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
60xxx miles, herb,
5sp
great tires Excellent condition, $6900 753-5740
1995 DODGE Dually SLT,
Cummins Turbo diesel,
automatic, fully loaded,
running boards, custom
wheels,44xxx miles. Like
N•w, $22,000. Call
474-8704 after 6pm.
1995 GMC Jimmy, 2dr, blk,
4 3L, Vortec, 2wd, 28xxx
miles Excellent condition
Call
753-2773,
8am-4 30pm
'85 NISSAN pickup, $950
753-0062
'89 W1DA,blue, extended
cab, 5sp, nice & clean New
tires, 63xxx miles, $5400
obo Call 753-0913
FOR Sale '92 Ford Explorer, excellent cond,
68xxx, loaded, $13,000
753-9350 leave message
510

NEW, 2 story, 4tx, 2.4
baths Open foyer, columns tile floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571, 435-4013
435-4040
470
Motorcycles
1995 YAMAHA YZF 600,
blue/purple, 3800 miles
Stock and Vance Hine pipe,
$5400 obo 767-9217.

Campers
1988 PROWLER, 34ft., ex
cellent condition, $9000
Creek,
Jonathan
313-563-0782 MI,
502-354-8768 KY.
24FT motor home, sleeps
six, generator, 22,000
miles, $6,500 Call
623-6314.

Services
Offered

490
Used
Cars
1969 PONTIAC Lemans
wrecked, THM 350 trans
350 motor, both great New
paint & interior. Cal
753-0448 after 5pm.
1970 CADILLAC DEVILLE, 1 owner,69xxx original miles, great condition
inside & out. Good collector
car or everyday use.
502-247-7036 after 5pm.
1984 CHEVY custom van
with extras 1989 Dodge
Dynasty, low mileage
492-8615
1985 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Ciera, 6cyl, all power,
air A good car, $1050
435-4526
1986 AUDI 5000, needs
engine work or parts car,
$450 Leave message
436-2595
1989 FORD Probe GT,
black cherry, all highway
miles, fully loaded w/
sunroof, 767-9217
1989 OLDS Delta 88, 4dr
$3,000 obo 753-8136

CAMP

1990 CHEVY full size, twb,
60xxx actual miles Bedno mechanical difficulties Looks great, $8900
753-2215

530

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

1979 CHEVY Silvered()
pickup, $300 Down, $200
per mo Bankruptcy, Bad
Credit or No Credit, Most
Quality. Williams Used
Cars. Hazel, KY 492-8898

1985 JEEP CJ-7, gray with
black hardtop and steel
doors Runs great' $3700
436-6136 leave message
on machine it not home

of Murray
9 ACRES no
Good building sites Caafter 6 753-4542
MOBILE home Sots for sae
close to town north area
Pager
767-9435,
742-4435

white

1979 FORD F-150 flatbed
with side boards, motor
needs repairs body in tair
conditon, $1000 obo
502-382-2410 after 5 30

Lots
For Salo

Dial-A-Service
DIAL

House
For Sale

1968 SCOUT
$1000 753-1961

414 S. 121h Street
Murray, KY 42071
Jean Bird
Bonnie Chambers
Carolyn Hicks

Colson Home Repairs
•Remodeling •Additions
*Patios •Siding
20 Years Experience

Phone • 753-5592 • Glen Colson

1990 GRAND Am LE, red,
2dr, 4cyl, auto, 115xxx
miles. $3900 759-5608 after 6pm
1990 GRAND Am, $2600
Call 436-2700
1990 TOYOTA Celica ST,
white. auto , sunroof, tinted
windows, 44xxx 762-0260
1991 PONTIAC Grand Am,
very good condition,
$3,000 382-2115
1991 TOYOTA Camry,
auto, p/I, pAv very good
condition 382-2395 after
5Pm

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming, land
soaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262,
A-1 Tree professionals_
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
A & A Lawn Care. Leaf
mulching, raking & junk
hauling. Tree trimming.
Mark Lamb 436-5791.
AFFORDABLE quality
building you'll be proud of
Additions, remodeling, custom woodwork, roofing,
vinyl siding, decks, porches, fences and home repair. Free Estimates,
759-4441.
ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds/ gutters. Yard mulching, tree work. Free estimates Joe. 436-2867.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs sidewalks, driveways, buildings
remodeling repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

'86 CHEVY Nova, a/c,
dean, runs great Asking
$1200 obo 436-2102

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

'90 FORD Escort GT, 5sp,
a/c cruise, tilt, white w/gray
interior, $3100 753-2486

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
SEAUNG Free estimates
753-2279

'91 HONDA Prelude, excellent condition sunroof, a/c,
p/b Must sell $7400
762-0189 leave message

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

'92 FORD Taurus "SHO",
70xxx miles, good condibon Call 435-4558
'93 CROWN Victoria LX,
loaded, $7,795 Call
502-247-8382 Or can be
seen at Dollar A Day lot in
Lone Oak
IT'S a classic 76 Buick
Regal, runs good, serviced
regularly
$1,200 obo
753-7899
495

Services

Union
Mod

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader. 52'
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated
Snow removal, free estimates Call Gary 753-0912
or Pop 492 8530

Services
Offered

Offered

CARPORTS for cars and R & R Electric Licensed TRW Asphalt Quality Drivetrucks Specs* sizes lor electrician Call anytime ways Free estimates 1
Yew warranty Call us for
motor home boat RVs 762-0001
the best loolung driveways
and eic Excellent protec- SEAMLESS gutters in
tion high quality, excellent stalled, residential or 00m- wound 901-593-3212 or
1 800 484-3458, code
value Roy Hal 759-4664
merctal Servall Gutter Co 6243
CLEANING yards barns, 753-6433
sheds attics, garages SUREWAY Tree & Stump WALTER'S Contracting,
Hauling Free estimates Removal Insured with full Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting,
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
line of equipment Free es decks additions,
roofing,
COMPLETE residential timates Day or night, 20yrs experience free esticonstruction New homes, 753-5484
mates 753-2592
add-ons garages & remod- TELEPHONE jacks InWANTED
Odd jobs Landeling Free estimates Call stalled, $35.00 Cable
scaping, mulching hauling,
753-7091
jacks added. moved Busi- gutter cleaning, pruning,
COUNTERTOPS, custom ness telephone systems tree removal shrub trimHomes trailers, offices sold and installed Custom ming etc For a free estiWulff s Recovery, Murray home electronics sales and mate call 753-9048 after
service Murray Telephone 6pm Experienced
436-5560
and Electronics 753-7567
CUSTOM BUILT wooden Prompt Reliable Service
WOOD VCR- repairing
decks & fencing Excellent
VCR's, camcorders, microTHE
Gutter
Co
Seamless
workmanship Affordable
waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
aluminum gutters variety Free estimates. Visa/MC
rates 753-7860
of colors Licensed, in- accepted 753-0530
CUSTOM bulldozing and sured Estimate available
backhoe work, septic sys- 759-4690
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services_ Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.
FALL fix-up time! All types
home repairs and improvements, from painting to
yard clean-up One call
does it all' Morns Property
Management 759-4599

CLASSIFIED

Prestige Homes di
Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE,
'

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service_ Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

753-5628

G & E Plumbing repairs.
Free estimates. 492-8680
or 759-5613.
GUTTERS cleaned & repaired No yob too small
527-7380

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling. We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000. Fred Osborne.,
474-8621.

409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (ash+nd Bunny Bread/
751-5I..
140
.
-41A.-'"11111144r

I HAVE a large mower with
mulching kit, can mulch almost anything. Jackie Carpenter. 753-8908,
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. AU
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
small
ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting 436-5950

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4-346-574.4
1.-800-54.8-526.2
Free Estimates LICENSED & INSURE!)
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Tree Removal
Owned
&
Operated
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning &
cleanup Service
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling, Etc
Landscaping
TIM
Full Line of
Hodge Trimming
"Quality Service'
Equipment
Tree Spraying

LAMB

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years. All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast. Free Estimates.
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Licensed & Insured. Phone 767-9630.

Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. ALA Si, (Next to LassIter Plastcr) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOLITILERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

NEED a carpenter? Call
753-2627. We do all types
of construction Specialize
in houses, remodeling,
decks, porches, garages,
concrete, trim and other
odd jobs

NIMINIMME111
ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

Cooksey's Plumbing

PROFESSIONAL Investigative Services We get
results!" When you need to
know the truth confidentially. All types invesfigatons, anywhere, anytime.
Call toll free, 24 hours
1-800-820-2542. Tom
Uselton or write Security
Associates, 41 Stonebrook, 1151, Jackson, TN
38305

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
II MINE
- 27 Years of Quality Service -

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens, Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Custom Wood
Floors
'Floor

Sanding & Refinishing

Installation • Repair • Restoration
1103 West 6th Street
Dan Grissom

1987 FORD Aerostar minivan, $1800 1983 Volvo
GLT, 4dr, 4sp w/overdrive.
$1600 901 247 3986

Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

For your convenience

The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Vans
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
timates LEE'S 753-5827

4.1

753-1916

Call Us Today!
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Ten years ago
press Springs area of Kentucky
Lee Pinkston, third grade Lake.
teacher at Carter Elementary
Thirty years ago
School, is pictured being preTop honors were awarded to
sented the award for Outstanding Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray at
Teacher in Humane Education by Four Rivers Council Fall Campothe Calloway County Humane ree at Land Between the Lakes
Society. President C.B. Hunt is Oct. 7, 8 and 9.
Lester Nanny, post master at
pictured making the presentation.
Eric Barrett, Jody Lassiter and Murray, and his wife attended the
Ronnie Dawson are members of National Post Masters ConvenScholastic Team of Calloway tion held at Louisville.
County High School who will
Births reported include a boy
compete on Kentucky Educa- to Phillip Bogard and Jackie Outtional TV. Alternates are Jon land Bogard, Oct. 10; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Charles ElRose and Loren Wisehart.
Births reported include a girl to dridge, Oct. 11.
A joint 50th anniversary recepMary and Bob Thompson, a boy
to Rebecca and Donald Cornwell, tion for Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
a girl to Tammy and Doug Har- Jones who were married Nov. 12,
rell, and a girl to Anne and James 1916, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry H.
Lawrence who were married Oct.
Roberson, Oct. 8.
1, 1916, will be Oct. 16 at MurTwenty years ago
Kentucky Governor Julian Car- ray Woman's Club House.
Forty years ago
roll spoke at a meeting, hosted by
Board of Directions of Murray
Calloway County Day on Oct.
Chamber of Commerce, on Oct. 13 was termed a success by offi11 at Holiday Inn. The governor cials of Murray Chamber of
promised a contract will be Commerce, sponsor of the event.
awarded by spring for the four Glenda Suiter of Kirksey High
laning of U.S. Highway 641, and School, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
improvements to Highway 94 Burie Suiter, was chosen as Miss
from Murray to Kentucky Lake. Calloway County. Her attendants
The home of Mr. and Mrs. were Mary Lee Outland, of MurRobert Hornsby at 813 Olive St., ray High School, daughter of Mr.
Murray, was damaged by fire on and Mrs. Pogue Outland, and
Glenda Cooper of Lynn Grove
Oct. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann are High School, daughter of Mr. and
today, Oct. 14, observing their Mrs. 011ie Cooper.
Mrs. Kenneth Broach presented
65th wedding anniversary.
Terry Tatlock is pictured with a lesson on "Fall Fashions" at a
a 4%2 pound smallmouth bass and meeting of Coldwater Homemaka 5V2 pound largemouth bass he ers Club held at the home of Mrs.
caught while fishin: out of C - Eddie Billington.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 14, the 288th day of 1996. There are 78
days left in the year. This is the Columbus Day holiday, as well as
Thanksgiving Day in Canada.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 14, 1947, U.S. Air Force Capt. Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager became the first person to fly faster than the speed of sound.
On this date:
In 1066, Normans under William the Conqueror defeated the English at the Battle of Hastings.
In 1890, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 34th president of the United
States, was born in Denison, Texas.
In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt, campaigning for the presidency, was
shot in the chest in Milwaukee. Despite the wound, he went ahead
with a scheduled speech.
In 1933, Nazi Germany announced it was withdrawing from the
League of Nations.
In 1944, German Field Marshal Erwin Rommel committed suicide
rather than face execution for allegedly conspiring against Adolf
Hitler.
In 1960, the idea of a Peace Corps was first suggested by Democratic presidential candidate John F. Kennedy to an audience of students
at the University of Michigan.
In 1964, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1977, singer Bing Crosby died outside Madrid, Spain, at age 73.
In 1990, composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein died in New York
at age 72.
Ten years ago: Holocaust survivor and human rights advocate Elie
Wiesel was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. Following the
stalemate at the Reykjavik summit, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev charged that the United States wanted to "bleed the Soviet
Union white economically" with an expensive arms race in space.
Five years ago: Burmese opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi was
named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize for her struggle to achieve
democracy in her homeland.
One year ago: An armed gunman seized a bus carrying South
Korean tourists in Moscow's Red Square (commandos stormed the
bus the next day, killing the gunman and freeing the four remaining
hostages). The Atlanta Braves won the National League pennant by
beating the Cincinnati Reds, 6-0, to complete a four-game sweep.
Today's Birthdays: Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop is 80.
Actor Roger Moore is 69.
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of the top-flight player. The ability
to see in advance what may transpire a few tricks later in the play
can make all the difference in a great
many deals.
Consider this gem from the 1967
Far Eastern championship played

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

IG

ions!

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: My neighbors
have a potbellied pig named Petunia. The pig sleeps in their house at
night, but early in the morning she
is let out to roam freely and has
taken to coming to our house to dig
holes in the garden and flowerbeds.
After the first incident, the neighbors told me to just "spank" Petunia
and send her home.
She recently decided to demolish
my strawberry bed and melon
patch. I had put many weeks of
backbreaking work into them, and
Petunia not only destroyed the
fruit, she chewed the roots as well.
When I called the neighbors to issue
a third warning. I was told they
were sorry and they would pay for
the damage. Then they offered to
give Petunia to me.
We live three miles outside the
nearest town and we're not governed by animal-control laws. (The
animal-control people know Petunia
because she often crosses the highway and makes it into town to forage.I Their advice was to shoot the
pig.
As an animal lover, I find this
advice unacceptable. I have two
dogs that I keep in a fenced yard
and a kennel. They are not allowed
to run unsupervised to tear up
other People's property.
These neighbors claim they
-want" to put up a fence, but can't
afford to right now because they
just purchased a new Cadillac. Four
other neighbors in the path of
destruction have also complained.
How can I get through to them that
Petunia is a pest before someone
flies off the handle and starts taking potshots at the pig?
PEEVED AT PETUNIA

declarers only losers would be a
spade, a heart and a diamond.
If he led a low diamond to East's
king instead, he would be able to ruff
South's ace of hearts when East re-

turned the king,but that would mark
the end of the road for the defense.
Whether West yielded a ruff and
discard by returning a club, or led a
diamond and made dummy's jack a
trick, Huang was certain to make
the contract.

in Manila in the match between
Taiwan and Australia. When a Taiwanese pair held the North-South
cards,they gotto four spades doubled
on the bidding shown. West led the
Tomorrow: Sherlock Holmes expounds
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nia continues to roam unrestricted and her owners have
told you they'd be willing to
give her away,contact the nearest animal rescue group and ask
if they can find a home for an
adorable potbellied pig who
needs love, attention and supervision. If the answer is yea, the
next time Petunia wanders, a
committee of neighbors should
visit the owners and tell them a
suitable home has been found
for their problem pet. It
shouldn't take a crystal ball to
see that if she remains where
she is, Petunia's future could be
pork roast.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old
female hairdresser with a clientele
of mostly young and middle-aged
women. I like my job very much,
but I'm just a hairdresser — not a
psychiatrist. You wouldn't believe
the things people tell me. I wish
they would leave their personal
problems at home. At the end of the
day, I'm so stressed out from listening to other people's problems I am
a nervous wreck.
How can I get it across to them
without hurting their feelings or
losing their business that I really
don't want to hear about their personal lives?
STRESSED-OUT HAIRDRESSER

Famous Hand

ARE YOU SURE BLONDE.' I'LL
KNOWS THAT yculis
SAY 94E
BRINGING ME
DOES
HOME FOR DINNER'

ice

11

DEAR STRESSED-OUT: Women have confided in their hairdressers since the dawn of history. Most of them are venting,
not seeking anything more than
a sympathetic ear. Telling a
client you don't want to hear
about their personal lives could
IN ELGIN,OKLA. be interpreted as rude and
uncaring. And a hairdresser
DEAR PEEVED: Since Petu- who is perceived as rude and
uncaring is a hairdresser with
an empty chair.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
A diplomatic approach might
be to subtly shift the subject to
something else if possible — or
even to tune out. Do you remember the old slogan, "Only
North dealer.
jack of hearts, won by South,Patrick Your Hairdresser Knows for
North-South vulnerable.
Huang, with the queen. Declarer Surer Well, here's another:"A
NORTH
then played the ace of spades, on successful hairdresser does a
•Q 8 3 2
which East showed out.
lot of listening but very little
4 32
Huang realized that if he played talking."
•J 7 6
a trump to the queen at this point, he
A K2
could be defeated by West's taking
DR. GOTT
I
WEST
EAST
the king and leading a low diamond
4KJ5
to East for a deadly heart return. By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
VJ
• K 1098 76 The Australians would thus score a
* A 10 5 4
• K 98 3 2
spade, a diamond, a heart ruff and,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a 32-year+J 10 9 7 5
+64
later, another heart.
old son diagnosed as a schizophrenic.
SOUTH
Huang saw there was no way He's on Risperdal, and I wonder what
4. A 10 9 7 6 4
that he could avert the impending the side effects of his medicine are
A Q5
heart ruff, but he did find a way to and what we might expect in the
•Q
circumvent the other heart loser. future.
4Q 83
Accordingly, he cashed the A-K-Q of
DEAR
READER: Risperdal
The bidding:
clubs before leading a spade towards (Risperidone) is a relatively new antiNorth East
South West
the queen.
psychotic drug used in treating severe
Pass
3+
3
Pass
West went up with the' king but mental illness. The mechanism of its
44
Pass
Pass
Dble
found himself in dire straits regard- action is unknown, but the drug
Opening lead — jack of hearts.
less of how he continued. If he played appears to modify the inappropriate
the ace and another diamond, he behavior and disordered thinking that
Foresight is one of the key traits would not get a heart ruff and marks schizophrenia and other men-
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tal disorders.
The medicine, however, is not without its risks, the most serious being
neuroleptic malignant syndrome, an
unusual condition marked by fever,
muscle rigidity, altered mental state,
heart irregularities, kidney failure,
and death. In such cases, Risperdal
must be immediately stopped and
appropriate medical treatment begun.
Risperdal can also cause tardive
dyskinesia, an incurable disease
marked by twitching and random
movements. Further, in a small percentage of patients, the drug may be
associated with low blood pressure.
fainting, seizures, and disruption of
body temperature.
For these reasons, the manufacturer advises that the medication be prescribed only by a professional familiar
with its use and that chronic therapy
be closely supervised.
To give you more information on
your son's condition, I am sending you
a copy of my Health Report -Mental
and Emotional Illness." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a single parent with a 2-year-old daughter. What
are the effects of second-hand cigarette smoke? She's constantly getting
upper-respiratory infections, and I
feel passive smoke may be the cause.
DEAR READER: Several medical
studies have conclusively shown the
dangers of "second-hand" (or "sidestream") tobacco smoke, especially
among children in whom frequent respiratory infections are common.

If you insist on smoking, I urge you
to do it away from your daughter.
Enjoy a cigarette out-of-doors, in the
garage, or in an enclosed area away
from her.
Passive smoking. although not as
dangerous as smoking, is associated
with health risks. You owe it to your
daughter not to contribute to her
health problems.
, 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

GOTT, M.D.
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Leo Davis Alexander

Deaths
.:444101

Mrs. Johnnie Mae Dodds

r

Mrs. Johnnie Mae Dodds, 79, Doran Road, Murray, died today, Oct.
14, 1996. at 4:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was member of Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church
and of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star where
she served as chaplain for a number of years. Born March 27, 1917, in
Lyon County, she was the daughter of the late John Hurley and Vellie
Wren Hurley.
Survivors include her husband, Cecil W. Dodds, to whom she was
married on Dec. 23, 1939; one sister, Mrs. Attie Hudson, Eddyville;
11 nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles Walker and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Burial will follow in Dickerson Cemetery
in Lyon County.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Freddie Phillip Allgood
Freddie Phillip Allgood, 49, Murray. died Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, at
12:43 a.m. in an accident in Lyon County in Land Between the Lakes.
He was an investigator of Kentucky State Board of Professional
Surveyors, also employed with Peoples First Corporation, and was a
Calloway County Surveyor.
A graduate of Carlisle County High School and Murray State University, he held a state office with K.A.P.S., was a Kentucky Colonel
and an Army veteran. He was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray Lions Cclub and Kentucky Association of Professional Surveyors.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Henderson Allgood; one
daughter, Mallory Henderson Allgood, and one son, Seth Thomas Allgood, Murray; one brother, John Davis Allgood Jr. and wife, Cheryl,
Shreveport, La.
Born March 25, 1947, in North Carolina, he was the son of the late
John Davis Allgood Sr. and Gracie Holt Allgood.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Helen E. Doron, 73, Browns Grove Road, Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She retired after 25 years employment as secretary at Lynn Grove
and Southwest Schools for Calloway County Board of Education. She
was a member of Lynn Grove United Methodist Church.
Her husband, Henry Ambrose Doron, died Dec. 27, 1977. One sister, Mrs. Marguerite Lewis, also preceded her in death. Born May 27,
1923, at Brushy Township, Saline County, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late Ezra Harris and Bedie Opal Riegel Harris.
Survivors include two sons, Gail Lewis Doran and wife, Deborah
Kay, Lynn Grove, and Carl Doran and wife, Joy, Murray; two grandchildren, Michelle and Krista Doron; two brothers, Carl Harris, Galatin, Ill., and Gail Harris and wife, Mary, Pontiac, Mich.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Ed Montgomery will officiate. Burial
will follow in Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Jean Lee

Elmer Sholar
Elmer Sholar, 76, Lake Jackson, Texas, formerly of Murray, died
Saturday, Oct. 12, 1996, at 8:55 p.m. at Brazorport Hospital, Lake
Jackson.
He was former owner of Sholar's Auto Repair, Murray, and a
teacher at Murray Vocational School. An Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of First Baptist Church, Lake Jackson, and a
former member of Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
One son, Edwin Sholar, preceded him in death. Born Feb. 25, 1920,
in Trigg County, he was the son of the late Sylvester Sholar and Dollie Meridith Sholar.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emma Higgins Sholar, to whom he
was married on Sept. 6, 1940; one daughter, Mrs. Linda Sholar Prem
and husband, Barnard, and one granddaughter, Kristia Prem, Seabrook, Texas; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Marietta Sholar and Mrs. Ica
Lee Sholar, Benton, and Mrs. Margie Sholar, Detroit, Mich.; four
brothers-in-law, Freeman Collins, Benton, and Darrell Brandon and
wife, Hazel, Hoy Higgins and wife, Betty, and Albert Higgins and
wife, Marie, all of Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Dr. T.A. Thacker and the Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.
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Mrs. Jean Lee, 62, Benton, died Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, at 3:30 a.m.
at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital.
Her husband, Chester Lee, and one sister, Mrs. Irene Lovett, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Alfred Tubbs and
Genora Gregory Tubbs. She was a member of Hamlet Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Chandler, Benton,
and Ms. Sharon K. Lee, Murray; two sons, Micheal D. Smith and
Glen W. Smith, and one sister, Mrs. Mae Eva York, all of Benton;
seven grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann
Funeral Home. Elder Robert Chandler will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Ms. Jessie Ruth Holder
Ms. Jessie Ruth Holder, 73,
Mayfield Lane, Almo, formerly
of Paris, Tenn., died Sunday, Oct.
13, 1996, at 8:15 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She was a retired employee of
Salant and Salant, Paris, Tenn.,
and of Baptist faith. Born Oct.
26, 1922, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Leon Holder and Opal
Derrington Holder. One sister,
Mrs. Marie Mills of Murray, and
one nephew, Billy Joe Mills, preceded her in death.
Survivors include nine nieces
and nephews, Harold Mills and
wife, Shirley, Almo, Carolyn Cox
and husband, Robert, Clinton,
Stanley Mills and Kenneth Mills
and wife, Jan, Hammond, Ind.,
Gerald Mills and wife, Betty,
Larry Mills and wife, Lori, and
Pamela Romono and husband,
Mike, all of Bridgeview, Ill.,
Amelia Alexander and husband,
Clifton, Moulton, Ala., and Deborah Mills and husband, Mike,
Decatur, Ala.; 45 great-nieces
and nephews; 45 great-greatnieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The
Rev. E.F. Clere will officiate.
Nephews will be pallbearers.
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109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
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TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR
ARTHRITIS OF THE HIP AND KNEE
presented by

Raymond Charette, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeon
Saturday, October 26
9 a.m. to noon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
First Floor Cafeteria
Discussion of arthritis of the hip & knee, range of
treatment from conservative to surgical, including
total joint replacement. Latest techniques stressing
cost containment and accelerated rehabilitation
will be presented.

P

eregistration required. Call(502) 762-1384
or toll tree at 1-800-342-MCCH by 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, October 24. All Saturday Seminars
are tree and open to the public.

Upcoming 1996 Saturday Seminars
Nov. 2 Planning for Conception
and Prenatal Care
Dr. Brent Boles, OB/GYN
Nov. 16 Special Needs Child Seminar
Dottia Kraemer. L.P.N

Burial will follow in Van Dyke
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

SUBSCRIBE
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HOLLAND DRUG
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Mrs. Helen E. Doron
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Leo Davis Alexander, 88, Dudley Drive, Murray. died Sunday. Oct.
13, 1996. at 5:36 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was married March 26, 1932, to Evelyn Tucker Alexander who
died May 27. 1990. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Mrs.
Gladys Thomas, and two brothers, Lucian Alexander and Landon Alexander. Born Sept. 13, 1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Willie Alexander and Belle Edmonds Alexander.
Mr. Alexander- was a retired carpet layer and a member of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mn. Shirley Burkeen and husband. Jackie, Murray, Mrs. Lorna Outland and husband, Max. Port
Charlotte, Fla., and Mrs. Joan Clark and husband, Charles, Lowes; one
brother, Jim Alexander and wife, Ann, Flint, Mich.; four grandchildren, Mitchell Burkeen and wife. Dawn, and Fonda Beach, Murray.
Jill Burkeen, Calvert City, and Jason Beach and wife, Shannon, Mayfield; four great-grandchildren, Allen Moore, Whitney Burkeen, Blandon Beacher, and Garreu Beach.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. Tuesday.

MURRAY-CALLOVAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502)762-1100

Now Open In
YOUR AREA!

1996 Jeep Cherokee "Classic"
First In This Area
KWIK CA$H

For Your Personal Check!
No Credit? No Problem!
4.0 6-Cyl.. - Auto. AM/FM Cassette Tilt - Cruise Alum. Wheels

Stock #96566

List

.

7,895"

We'll Cash Your Check
Then Wait 14 Days Before Depositing!

"Whatever It Takes, Wo Want To Bo Your Car or Truck Company."

TWO LOCATIONS
0
Ilmiqr Trunks

Dodge
RA,Wilds

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH
DODGE • JEEP • EAGLE.
2400 E. Wood St. •Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
AC Pr,ces At‘.:

LiLet,Se Alt Rebates Abohed Down

0

Jeep
Eagle

Plqmaufn

OAK PARK
1417 State Rt. Hwy. 45 N.
Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7244

513A South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

502-759-5923

